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Abstract 
An Abstract of a Dissertation Submitted to Nova Southeastern University in Partial 
Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
A Comparative Analysis of Design Techniques for the Construction of an Expert System 
for Aircraft Engine Diagnostics 
by 
Mitch Raton 
July 2003 
The lack of knowledge and understanding of diagnostic aircraft propulsion 
systems causes inappropriate problem diagnosis. Because of increasing complexity, 
technicians are incapable of performing the necessary tasks in accordance with standard 
regulations. More soprusticated systems are needed today to "assist" the user techillcian 
in decision-making. This work provided a study of rule-based and frame-based expert 
system techniques to determine the most appropriate solution in the domain of complex 
diagnosis using large amounts of deterministic data. The study produced a framework 
that facilitates the diagnosing of faults on aircraft engines, thus reducing the burden on 
the aircraft mechanic regardless of experience level. 
An intelligent system, the Virtually Automated Maintenance Analysis System 
(V AMAS), was created as a test model. It was used to compare the relative efficiency of 
the different expert systems techniques and the effectiveness of expert systems. One 
aviation malfunction problem was identified. information collected for the Main Ignition 
Malfunction was developed into question sets and coded. Six specific subsets of 
problems were addressed. 
This research compared the rule-based and frame-based knowledge representation 
techniques using a set of evaluation factors: computational efficiency, correctness, 
expressiveness, and consistency. From the analysis it was concluded that the frame-
based knowledge representation technique ranked rugher than the rule-based 
representation, and is suitable for use with an expert system to represent an aircraft 
propulsion system's deterministic data. 
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Background of the Problem 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A viation safety continues to be a high priority for the aviation industry and regulatory 
entities. Hundreds of passengers can be killed in one crash; any single incident becomes a 
major front-page event thereby increasing consumer awareness of the danger. Increased 
awareness has brought about an increased concern on the part of passengers as to their 
involvement in a plane crash. In short, increased awareness of incidents and accidents has 
increased the public distrust in the industry (McKenna, 1997a, 1997b). 
Risk models that accept a certain amount of failure are based on the lack of adequate 
and proper maintenance, repair, and overhaul of airplanes. These are contributing factors to 
incidents and accidents. Adequate and proper maintenance are crucial for continued 
operation, airworthiness and prolonged life. The key ingredients necessary for achieving 
longevity, airworthiness and incidents and accidents reduction are as follows : 
a. The adoption of best maintenance practice such as reliability-centered 
maintenance in accordance with Maintenance Steering Group - 3 (Rosenberg, 
1998). 
b. The elimination offaults accumulation via condition or health monitoring 
(Lembessis, Antonopoulos, & King, 1989). 
c. The availability of adequate supporting tools and equipment, well trained, 
experienced, and certified maintenance technicians. 
d. Proper infonnation reporting by the flight crews. 
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These key ingredients are also crucial for a successful propulsion system maintenance 
program. According to Young (1998), there has been and will continue to be a diminishing 
number in the pool of future experts and the number of technician trainees. At the same time, 
the evolution and advances in propulsion design and technology have resulted in more 
complicated systems than ever before with even greater data overflow for troubleshooters to 
assimilate. Current systems are more difficult to maintain and are posing a serious 
maintenance challenge for technicians who have to isolate faults (Frenster & Dehoff, 1990). 
During an interview, Phil D' Eon identified that traditional fault isolation methodologies have 
been unsuccessful at resolving 20 percent of the faults in modem airliners (Proctor, 1997). 
The many supporting diagnostic tools available are not user friendly and are bulky as well. 
Most of the diagnostic tools available do not necessarily match with the maintenance 
technicians' skills (Maimone, 1994). Although the technicians may be highly experienced, 
they have problems handling the advanced diagnostics systems. Typically, the systems are 
not reliable and robust. Instead of assisting users in solving problems, they inundate users 
with even more data. During an interview, Chris Remion, articulated that technicians need to 
possess electronics and a mechanical background and require the assistance of a computer to 
perfonn troubleshooting and repairs (Napert, 1997). 
The lack of knowledge and understanding of these advanced systems can lead to the 
perfonnance of inappropriate diagnosis actions or troubleshooting. Technicians are 
becoming incapable of performing the necessary tasks in accordance with the Federal 
A viation Regulation (FAR) requirements. As the expertise of maintenance technicians is 
eradicated, it seems quite clear that more sophisticated systems are needed today to "assist" 
the user technicians in decision-making. 
Problem Statement and Goal 
According to (Frenster, 1990), the nature of propulsion systems is complex and 
failure prone. Improvements in programs for propulsion systems diagnostic troubleshooting 
appear to lie in the implementation of an expert system. Expert systems are computerized 
packages that are used to support problems solving or making decisions qujckly (EI-Najdawi & 
Stylianou, 1993). These systems typically provide many benefits. They perform at greater 
speeds as compared to people, capture expertise, and offer flexibility (Keppler, 1995). 
Basically, these systems emulate the systematic thought process of an expert or a decision 
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maker to determine a course of action or diagnose specific types of problems. Unlike other 
decision support systems, expert systems are easily adaptable to change and make allowance to 
take full advantage of the expertise available. The systems have reasonillg processes that tend to 
be easy to follow (El-Najdawi & Stylianou, 1993). 
The progressive evolution of expert systems has a positive impact on many fields and 
their role has become crucial in industry. Expert systems are applicable to vast domain areas 
and they have been developed to perform numerous functions in various fields ; thus, its 
introduction and popularity are increasing in many disciplines and by many institutions 
(Yoon, Guimaraes, & O'Neal , 1995; Yoon, Guimares, & Clevenson,1996). 
According to (Lozano & Pfaff, 1995), propulsion systems are ideal candidates for 
expert system failure analysis technique application and they comply with the criteria for 
expert system development. Although functional expertise is available, the overall process 
still mystifies many proponents. The nature and characteristics of an expert system render it 
a useful tool to perform such functions as prognosis and diagnosis of failures in propUlsion 
systems (Lembessis et aI. , 1989). Tn addition, expert systems not onJy enhance maintenance 
capabilities by improving fault diagnostic percentages and not compromising safety and 
availability of the propulsion system, they also can prolong its life. They can also be used 
effectively for predictive and preventive maintenance. 
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The most widely used expert systems development techniques are object-based, 
frame-based, procedural, and tree-based systems. Literature (Owrang & Grupe, 1997; 
Turban, 1995) has noted that the use of rule-based is commonplace in expert systems. 
Development of numerous diagnostics expert systems applying the rule-based approach and 
certainty factors is an indication of its suitability and acceptance for diagnostics systems. But 
these developments have their limitations because they do not consider other representation 
techniques. As explained by Mukherjee, Gamble, & Parkinson (1997), the rule-based 
technique can be very restrictive and result in an unmanageable system with inconsistent 
rules. Jts integrity also degrades with large and increasing knowledge bases. (Mukherjee et 
aI. , 1997) views it as limited to domains not requiring complex fact representations and 
computations. Additionally, (Chander, Shingal, & Radhakrishnan, 1997) found the need to 
prescribe a methodology for validating and verifying errors and anomalies related to 
knowledge circularity, ambivalence, redundancy, and deficiency associated with the design 
of rule-based systems. 
Although Turban (1995) identifies rule-based as a much easier approach for expert 
system design, when compared to other techniques, the frame-based technique is more 
powerful and useful for knowledge representation. MaUach (1994) explains frames as a 
representation approach incorporating the concepts of semantic networks and object-oriented 
programming. Frame-based and object representations provide a powerful concept and 
principle using hierarchical organization for structuring large collection of interrelated facts. 
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The problem of the study is to determine which is the more efficient expert system 
technique at executing complex diagnosis where large amount of data exist with significant 
details - rule based or frame-based. To prove the concept of which of the approaches is more 
efficient, this work provided a comparison of the techniques for aircraft propulsion 
diagnostic procedure. 
The propulsion system is a complex and safety critical component of the airplane that 
generates the required thrust to fulfill operational needs. Its complexity as well as its high 
cost is usually major reasons to have the propulsion system in service for extended periods. 
Similar to any other mechanical system, the propulsion system degrades over time. Its 
failure is not just a matter of inconvenience - it is a matter of life, death, and economics. The 
propulsion system is designed to meet certain performance criteria and yield optimum 
reliability, availability, and maintainability characteristics. A great example of adequate and 
proper maintenance is the Rolls Royce engines that America West operates for as long as 
18,000 flight hours without removal from the wing (Hollingsworth, 1995). 
The increasing complexity of aircraft engines has increased the demand for highJy 
skillful mechanics. These "expert" mechanics can ensure that diagnosing of problems is 
performed efficiently and adequately. As the pool of experts dwindles, it becomes necessary 
for engine maintenance organizations to capture the experts ' knowledge for it to be available 
at all times. The most logical solution that can be effectively applied to fulfill that need is 
expert system technology. Most of all , the diagnosis of aircraft engines lends itselfto expert 
system analysis (Lozano & Pfaff, 1995). 
A combination of Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR), Parts 33, 43 , 65, 145 governs 
repair stations, engine airworthiness, and training and certification oftechnicians. The 
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regulation also identifies requirements for maintenance and how it is to be performed. The 
parts that address maintenance provide the basic tools to construct maintenance programs for 
aircraft airworthiness certification. in the United States, the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) regulates the aviation industry by administering and enforcing operational safety 
requirements in accordance with Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations and the FAR. The 
necessary policies and criteria were established for regulating the industry and promoting 
flight safety. The FAA also provides guidance and direction via other published documents 
such as the FAA Air Directives (AD) and Air Circulars (AC). 
All FAA certification processes and programs mandate compliance of specific 
parameters to safeguard passengers and minimize the possibility of incidents and accidents. 
The possibility of incident and accident is also increased because of the strong reliance on 
humans to pilot and perform maintenance. Extreme cases of maintenance inadequacies 
possible due to human error have led to the grounding of airline carriers. The grounding of 
ValuJet after the May 11, 1996 accident as described by (McKenna, 1997b) is one example. 
(McKenna, I 997a) also noted an initiative that was under consideration by the FAA to target 
maintenance facilities. He also outlined the numerous incidents that related to maintenance 
quality issues by specific carriers. 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has been flexible concerning 
maintenance programs for propulsion systems. According to (FAA, AC 121-22A, 1997), 
individual airline carriers are allowed to institute their own maintenance programs. Each 
airline carrier integrates its internal practice and standards with the original engine 
manufacturer"s (OEM) maintenance recommendations for the creation of an approved FAA 
maintenance program. 
To provide some assurance of a technician's ability, all technicians are required to 
obtain airframe and propulsion (A&P) certification. Major responsibilities of certified 
aircraft maintenance technicians are to keep the aircraft in peak operating condition, perform 
scheduled maintenance, make repairs, and complete inspections as dictated by the engine 
manufacturers and FAA. Unfortunately, these workers receive low wages. The average 
compensation for this job ranges from $7 to $14 per hour. Also, these employees are among 
the first to be targeted for reduction-in-force during troubled economic periods. These 
practices have turned the trade into an unattractive career. Thus, many maintenance 
organizations are performing functions and responsibilities with rrlinimal resources and 
reduced personnel. This results in reduction in the ability offield maintenance and depot 
maintenance facility operations to perform timely functions for fleet readiness. 
Ln summary, the problem under investigation was the assessment of a rule-based 
versus a frame-based expert diagnostic system for aircraft propulsion troubleshooting. The 
problem was to determjne the more effective technique for representing the knowledge and 
skills of an expert engine mechanic. Ln essence, the mechanic's ability to diagnose engine 
problems has been duplicated. 
Research Questions 
Several questions are posed to resolve the study problem, as stated above. The 
research study was designed specifically to answer these questions. They are translated 
into null hypotheses for testing purposes in a later portion of the study. 
I. What are the basic advantages/disadvantages of using a rule-based versus a 
frame-based expert, as determined through the development of two 
specific test models? 
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2. Are there any significant differences between using a rule-based versus a 
frame-based expert system, as detem1ined by expert system test models? 
Significance of the Study 
The process of harnessing the human expert's knowledge to assist in performance 
will yield a higher rate of return in teffi1S of safety, productivity, efficiency, and precision. 
The expert system approach has a three-fold significance: 
1. It will benefit the transportation industry. 
2. It will serve as the technological foundation for additional study. 
3. It will provide insight into the development of advanced diagnostics support tools 
to improve systems maintenance and troubleshooting decisions. 
In addition to enhancing current maintenance processes and methodologies, it will be 
another positive step in simplifying the transition to a purely technology based maintenance 
environment. The problems of misdiagnosing system failures by most technicians will 
greatly diminish. 
Maintenance technicians ' responsibility is to isolate and correct all failures . 
Considering the complexity of engine technology, it is cost effective to provide the 
technician with an automated assistant to perfoffi1 the responsibilities successfully and 
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timely. Expert systems allow technicians to quickly and efficiently perform the required 
maintenance tasks (Walls, Thomas, & Brady, 1999). As such, there is the potential to 
improve the engine ' s reliability and maintainability. It will be able to gather and report on all 
maintenance actions and infoffi1ation about the propulsion system. Inputted data and 
discrepancies will be available for sharing by other technicians and infoffi1ing the original 
engine manufacturer. The display will be understandable and allow for easy data 
interpretation and comparison 
The V AMAS framework is described in more detail in Chapter 3, Methodology. 
In addition, the expert system will greatly impact the maintenance arena by challenging 
traditional methodologies and approaches to maintenance. It will provide confidence to 
novice technicians in perfonning diagnostics. The fundamental systematic approach to 
diagnosing problems will be reinforced while providing succinct explanations for the 
selected course of actions. It will automatically document the problem, action taken, and 
maintain logistics data to be used throughout the engine' s life cycle. 
Barriers and Issues 
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Designing an adequate and usable expert system framework to meet the intended 
objective is complex. It is a tremendous challenge that will require addressing diverse 
managerial and technical barriers and issues. A major challenge is recommending the idea to 
the airline industry and those concerned and persuading authorities to migrate from 
traditional operations and maintenance approaches to a fully automated framework. As 
indicated by (Davenport, 1995), system implementation or migration typically has associated 
drawbacks and often times require organizational changes. It will require a rethinking of 
management philosophy concerning methods for performing functions. The organizations 
will have to install computers for linking the various functional areas such as maintenance, 
engineering, and logistics groups. The technicians will require training on how to access and 
use the systems. Another issue is dealing with the fact that organizations infrequently like to 
adopt drastic deviations from their normal routines. 
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But knowledge-based systems integration is crucial for operating effectively and 
successfully in the highly technology oriented environment. Considering the dependency of 
our society on advanced technologies, it is surprising that the aviation industry segment 
which is typically at the forefront oftechnology to display fear of using technology. Some of 
the technicians may not want to use automated process or design due to fear of technology 
and the bel ief that technology will replace them. According to (Davenport, 1995), computers 
should be used to augment not replace human experts. However, the misconceptions that expert 
systems are developed for the replacement of human experts still exist. On the contrary, expert 
systems are developed to support and enhance the performance of problem solvers, not to 
replace them (Van Weelderen, 1993). They provide opportunities to share expertise and 
knowledge and free experts from making repetitive decisions. 
Although many tools and approaches are available for the design and development of 
expert systems, selection ofthe proper tool from a wide variety of choices was a challenge. 
In addition, dealing with the three most difficult and complicated problems experienced 
during expert system design. They are identified as knowledge acquisition bottleneck, 
knowledge identifying, and encoding of knowledge (Liu & Yan, 1997). In addition, the 
restrictive or limited capabilities of selected tools must be handled. 
The process of acquiring knowledge is commonly described as the most difficult task 
in expert system development. Adequate implementation of the knowledge acquisition 
concepts was crucial in obtaining expert knowledge to be transferred to the expert system. 
They required appropriate and accurate representation within the context of an expert system. 
According to (Durkin, 1994a, 1994b), the major difficulties with knowledge elicitation are as 
follows: 
a. Expert may be unaware of the knowledge used. 
b. Expert may be unable to verbalize the knowledge. 
c. Expert may provide knowledge that is irrelevant, incomplete, incorrect, and 
inconsistent. 
d. Locating a domain expert(s) who is willing to cooperate and can dedicate some 
time to support this endeavor. 
According to (Mallach, 1994), the frame-based technique is powerful and it is ideal 
for dealing with factual knowledge. However, he identified frames ' inability to adequately 
handle judgmental knowledge and specific situational information. 1n addition, the 
inheritance properties imperfections can lead to anomalies or erroneous conclusions (Fox in 
Boden, 1996). 
Another issue of importance that must be considered is the selection of the correct 
confidence method such as measures of uncertainty or the Bayesian method. It is of interest 
to note that Liu and Yan (1997) deemed the Bayesian approach flawed and the belief 
function approach impractical. 
LimitationslDelimitations 
II 
Conclusions were limited by the amount of data that was collected from the two 
specific expert system test models of an aircraft propulsion system maintenance problem and 
analysis of the results. Programming the entire system as it related to all identified routines 
and maintenance tasks was not undertaken. In other words, a judgment was made from only a 
partial rather than a full expert system. 
Another delimitation was the fact that the physical implementation would not be 
performed. Developing the design and evaluation criteria for one or two maintenance 
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problems does not provide a complete picture of how the system will be built and how it will 
perform. According to Su, Liu, and Hwang (200 I), actual implementation of systems is 
independent of the design and evaluation of a system. This supports the system development 
life cycle (SOLC) principles or software engineering approach to developing systems. Other 
individuals perform implementation; those who develop the requirements and design are 
separate from those who implement. This researcher also performed the evaluation criteria. 
This was the only way to determine if the rule-based or frame-based system does what it is 
suppose to do. 
Definition of Terms 
A number of common terms have been un.iquely used in the study. The following are 
defmed to convey the meaning and the defmition that is given to them in the research 
investigation. 
Advisory Circular (AC) - This is a document generated as the needs arise by the 
FAA to disseminate non-regulatory material for advising and providing guidance and 
information in a designated subject area or to show an acceptable method to the administrator 
for complying with a related FAR (see The U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal 
A viation Administration, Advisory Circular Checklist and Status of Other FAA Publications 
Advisory Circular AC No. 00-2.11 , 15 August 1997). 
Computational Efficiency - is the processing time and manipulation within the 
computer system. In essence, it is the speed to provide a solution or recommendation (Bingi , 
Khazanchi, & Yadav, 1995). 
Consistency - The ability of the system (test model) to perform its functions in the 
same way under similar conditions where reconunendations or solutions are without 
contradictions (Harrison, P. in Liebowitz, 1989; Bingi, et aI , 1995). 
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Correctness - the ability of the system to perfonn the predefined correct diagnosis. 
Domain expert and end users - This tenn refers to a person with the skill and 
knowledge to solve a specific problem in a specified manner. In the pre ent investigation it 
may refer to a certified aircraft propulsion technician or other qualified person. The end-user, 
on the other hand, could be any individual who will be working with the system or the expert 
certified technician. 
Efficiency - This designation refers to the run-time performance of a program 
(Pressman, 1992). 
Expert Systems - Information systems that solve problems by capturing knowledge 
for a very specific and limited domain of human expertise are called expert systems 
(Giarratano & Riley, 1993). 
Expressiveness - This term pertains to the evaluation of how well the notation maps 
to the problem domain. 
Frames - This designation refers to a data structure for representing stereotypical 
knowledge of some concept or object. A frame consists of a set of slots that contains a group 
of specifications describing an object, action, or event (Walker & Miller, 1990). 
Inference Engine - an expert system component that selects a searching strategy for 
applicable rules in the knowledge base is called the inference engine (Durkin, 1994). 
Knowledge base- this is an expert system component where knowledge, rules for 
manipulating data is stored (Klinker, Linster and Yost, 1995). 
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Knowledge acquisition - This term refers to the process of building a knowledge 
base by eliciting the required knowledge about the domain. This is typically accomplished by 
interviewing the real experts. 1t is also referred to as knowledge engineering and is a 
necessary part of the present study to develop appropriate programs for comparison (Wagner, 
1990). 
Production rule- this is a decision rule based on the form of IF ... THEN statement. 
It is an action pair where a conclusion is reached based on a premise (Biando, 1990). 
Shell- expert system development tool to simplifY programming and greatly reduces 
the burden of developing an expert system due to time and cost saving. 
User Interface - an expert system component that allows the user to commWlicate 
with the expert system becomes the user interface (Jackson, 1992). 
Virtually Automated Maintenance Analysis System (V AMAS) - represents the 
name of the expert system test models used in this study. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter 2 reviews the literature relevant to the theoretical foundation and dependent 
and independent variables of the study. The review includes an overview of expert systems in 
general , expert systems architecture, and information engineering. It also includes 
discussions on expert shell construction and fault diagnostics, or troubleshooting. 
Chapter 3 details the methodology of the research investigation. Included is an 
explanation of the study's research approach, framework and research steps, methodology, 
procedure for collecting and analyzing the data, and the V AMAS intelligent agent that will 
be employed to create one of two tests - a rule-based versus a frame-based system for 
diagnosing one aircraft population maintenance problem. 
Chapter 4 presents and analyzes the programs created for testing purposes. The rule 
based and frame-based applications will be compared and contrasted for advantages and 
disadvantages, followed by discussion and answers to research questions. 
Chapter 5 concludes the study. It will specifically provide a summary of study 
fmdings, followed by conclusions, implications, and recommendations. 
Summary 
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Chapter 1 served to introduce the present investigative study. It discussed the topic of 
concern, the significance of the problem, and the purpose of the study. It was noted that the 
problem of the study related to the need to determine which is the more efficient expert 
system technique at performing complex diagnoses where large amount of data with 
significant details exist - rule based or frame-based. To prove the concept of which of the 
approaches is more efficient, the researcher developed test models based on the life cycle 
development of a system for improving aircraft propulsion diagnostic procedure. 
Chapter 1 also presented the research questions, definition of terms that were 
uniquely used in the study, explained limitations, delimitation, and outlined the organization 
ofthe remainder of the study. It basically provided a foundation on which Chapter 2, the 
literature review, was based. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of the Literature 
Introduction 
Expert and knowledge based systems have been predicted to impact efficiency, 
effectiveness, education, expertise, and a myriad of other areas that are associated with 
industrial and engineering applications (Chen & Prinz, 1994). This term refers to programs 
that emulate human expertise in well-defined problem domains and are characterized by: (1) 
symbolic logic rather than just numerical calculations, (2) an explicit knowledge base that is 
understandable to an expert in that area of knowledge, and (3) ability to explain its 
conclusions with concepts that are meaningful to the user (Smith, P. , Fletcher, E. , Thorne, 
M., Walker, W. , Maughan, K. , & Hajsadr, M. , 1992). Expert systems help to reorder 
information in such a way as to begin to simulate the basic foundations of the way complex 
problem solving occurs. Components of this type of system include a knowledge base, an 
inference engine, and a user interface. Programs embody the modeling of information at 
higher levels of abstraction and are easier to develop and maintain (Giarratano & Riley, 
1993; O'Keefe & Rune, 1993). 
The application of expert systems to maintenance problem diagnostics in the aircraft 
industry has been said to result in increased efficiency and productivity with minimal 
investment of organizational time and money. Much conjecture has resulted from discussions 
of which type of expert system has the most effectiveness - a rule-based or a frame-based 
system. Little research could be found that specifically focused on this problem with regard 
to aircraft propulsion system maintenance. 
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The purpose of this thesis is to provide support for one of these two types specifically 
for aircraft propulsion system diagnosis and maintenance. The purpose of this chapter is to 
review the literature pertinent to the major variables of the research. The evolution of expert 
systems is the focus of the first section. Included are such topics as historical system 
developments, expert system developments, general examples, and specific expert system 
examples applicable to the study, expert system shells, and differences between tradition 
program and expert systems. The following sections examine expert system architecture, 
information engineering, knowledge engineering, object oriented methodology, and engine 
diagnostic expert systems, including needs and limitations. 
Expert System Evolution 
Historical System Developments 
As a result of the increasing use of computers, infonnation systems concepts and 
approaches, infom1ation engineering, and systems modeling came into being in the early 
1970's (Blissmer, 1991; Whitten & Bentley, 1989). Data modeling was built with the aid of 
computerized tools. In association with data models, the processes ofthe company were 
formally analyzed and linked to the data model. 
Expert and knowledge-based systems made a first step forward in being able to help 
reorder information in such a way as to begin to simulate the basic foundations of the way 
complex problem-solving occurs (Klein, 1995; Turban, 1995). Programming languages that 
were designed in the past were used for the procedural manipulation of data, but the solution 
of complex problems by people frequently involve the use of symbolic and very abstract 
approaches, whjch is well suited for procedural programming languages. In the 1960's and 
early 1970's this realization grew into a movement to develop artificial intelligence, expert, 
--~--------- - - - - - - - -
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and knowledge based systems (Klein, 1995; Turban, 1995; Van Hom, 1986). It was hoped at 
that time that researchers would be able to create "thinking" machines (Turban, 1995; Van 
Hom, 1986). Although the technology was never sufficiently advanced to realize this goal , 
the tenn remains popular today. 
[t becomes clear, thus, that as a result of the increasing use of computers, information 
systems concepts and approaches, systems modeling came into being. One of the outcomes 
of early deve lopments in the 1970s was also a research movement that led to the 
development of artificial intelligence, expert systems, and knowledge-based systems (Klein, 
1995; Turban, 1995; Van Hom, 1986). Turban (1995) defines artificial intelligence (AI) a a 
science and technology concerned with the development of application programs using 
symbolic inference and exhibiting "intelligent" performance characteristics. The AI family 
tree has many different branches such as speech understanding, robotics, machine learning, 
expert systems, symbolic processing, computer vision, and natural language processing, 
which have been the focus of many researchers (Alotaibi & Shalsavari, 1998; Russell & 
Norvig, 1995; Sipior & Garrity, 1990). 
Expert systems are one of the benefactors of the range of research performed under 
the guise of AI. An expert system is a computer application with the human expert attribute 
to resolve problems or provide recommendations in a particular domain (Lane, 1989; Bratko, 
1986; Biondo, 1990; and Turban, 1995). 
Expert System Developments 
User interfaces are the means of users to communicate with the expert system 
(Jackson, 1992). Current expert systems use a pseudo-natural dialogue through graphical 
user-interfaces to communicate. Full natural-language interfaces use syntax similar to the 
user's native language, they are largely a future development, but research is moving in that 
direction at the present time. 
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Like a database, the knowledge base stores information, or facts. Different than a 
database, the knowledge base also holds rules for manipulating and interpreting the data 
(Klinker, Linster & Yost, 1995). Rule-based programming is at the heart of knowledge-
based and expert systems (Jackson, 1992). It is one of the most commonly used techniques. 
Rules are used to represent heuristics, which specify a set of actions that need to be 
perfonned for a given situation. This knowledge is in the fonn of factual statements, frames, 
or classes. 
King (1993) explains that rules are based on IF-THEN clauses (statements). The 
conditions and conclusions of the rules consist of object/attribute/value triples. The "if' 
portion of a rule is essentially a series of patterns which specify the facts , or data, which 
cause the rule to be applicable. The "if' portion of a rule could be perceived of as the 
"whenever" portion, since pattern matching will always occur whenever changes are made to 
facts. In expert systems, pattern matching occurs as a result of the process of matching facts 
to patterns. ill this way, the expert system tool provides a mechanism to automatically match 
facts against patterns and determines which rules are applicable. The mechanism is 
commonly called the inference engine. 
The function of the inference engine is to perfonn logical inferences on the data held 
in the knowledge base. The inference engine component of the system tends to be a 
conventional program that is written in an imperative language (Walker & Miller, 1990; 
Durkin, 1994). However it is the inferencing process whereby a controlled search strategy is 
used to draw information from a knowledge base in accordance with a set of rules held 
within that portion that makes an expert system unique. 
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One technique used by the inference engine is forward-chaining which derives a 
conclusion directly from the user's data. When necessary, requests for the provision of 
supplementary information are elicited. Another way of performing logical inferences is 
through the technique of backward-chaining, which begins with a hypothesis, or conclusion, 
and works backwards, using the data to either prove or disprove it (Klein, 1995; Turban, 
1995). More sophisticated expert systems can combine these techniques. 
According to Turban (1995), expert systems are ideally suited for dealing with issues 
requiring "good judgment. The researcher identifies the different common characteristics of 
expert systems as follows: 
a. Solving any difficult problem just as well as or better than human experts. 
b. Using rule of thumb effectively. 
c. interacting with humans via natural language. 
d. Manipulating and reasoning about symbolic descriptions. 
e. Functioning with erroneous data, using uncertain judgmental rules. 
f. Contemplating multiple, competing hypothesis simultaneously. 
g. Explaining why they are asking a question. 
h. Justifying their conclusions. 
Newell ' s General Problem Solver (GPS) initiated the expert systems evolution in the 
early mid-1960s. The GPS and other similar systems adapted human problem solving 
strategies that are also known as general information heuristics or approximate methods 
(Durkin, 1994; Turban, 1995). Although these expert system precursors were not 
user's native language, they are largely a future development, but research is moving in that 
direction at the present time. 
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Like a database, the knowledge base stores information, or facts. Different than a 
database, the knowledge base also holds rules for manipulating and interpreting the data 
(Klinker, Linster & Yost, 1995). Rule-based programming is at the heart of knowledge-
based and expert systems (Jackson, 1992). It is one ofthe most commonly used techniques. 
Rules are used to represent heuristics, which specify a set of actions that need to be 
performed for a given situation. This knowledge is in the form of factual statements, frames, 
or classes. 
King (1993) explains that rules are based on IF-THEN clauses (statements). The 
conditions and conclusions of the rules consist of object/attribute/value triples. The "if' 
portion of a rule is essentially a series of patterns which specify the facts , or data, which 
cause the rule to be applicable. The "if' portion of a rule could be perceived of as the 
"whenever" portion, since pattern matching will always occur whenever changes are made to 
facts. In expert systems, pattern matching occurs as a result of the process of matching facts 
to patterns. In this way, the expert system tool provides a mechanism to automatically match 
facts against patterns and determines which rules are applicable. The mechanism is 
commonly called the inference engine. 
The function of the inference engine is to perform logical inferences on the data held 
in the knowledge base. The inference engine component of the system tends to be a 
conventional program that is written in an imperative language (Walker & Miller, 1990; 
Durkin, 1994). However it is the inferencing process whereby a controlled search strategy is 
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"successful," they were beneficial to the field (Turban, 1995). In 1965, the necessity of 
space researchers to develop a chemical analysis program for Mars soil exploration led to the 
transformation from GPS to special purpose systems. The effort led to the development of an 
expert system known as "DENDRAL." In the 1970s and 1980s respectively, other expert 
systems were also developed to meet specific needs. "MYClN" supported doctors in making 
diagnosis and treatment decisions for bacterial infections and "PROSPECTOR" supported 
geologists in making decisions about drilling sites (Biando, 1990; Durkin, 1994). These 
systems not only served as a blueprint for the development of other useful systems in this AI 
branch, they generated newly found activities and interests (Doel, 1990; Walker & Miller, 
1990). 
General Expert System Examples 
There are different types of expert systems in widespread use today. These include: 
production rule-based, frame-based, and case-based systems (O'Keefe & Rune, 1993). The 
rust specializes in associational infonnation and is not designed to store causal infonnation. 
The second, on the other hand, specializes in causal information and does not deal with 
associational data. Case-based systems, the third approach, specialize in case-based 
reasoning in which individual case histories are indexed according to a set of factors or 
circumstances. 
PROTEST is a recent tool that has been developed for building prototype expert 
systems (eMU Artificial Intelligence Repository, 1995). Inference can occur in either a 
backward chaining or mixed mode. Mixed mode refers to a "mixed" inference strategy that 
prompts the user to enter initial fIndings, and then attempts to deduce one or more of the 
goals. PROTEST tries to solve the problem by backward-chaining if it cannot arrive at a 
flfln conclusion from the mixed mode approach. 
Another example is MIKE (Micro Interpreter for Knowledge Engineering) software, 
which was developed in 1990. MIKE includes: forward and backward chaining rules with 
user-definable conflict resolution strategies and a frame representation language with 
inheritance and code triggered by frame access or change, called "demons" (CMU Artificial 
Intelligence Repository, 1995). MIKE also includes user settable inheritance strategies. 
Explanations are provided for rule execution, automatic "how" explanations, or proof 
histories, and user-specific "why". MIKE was designed for teaching purposes at the United 
Kingdom Open University and forms the basis of a knowledge engineering course. The 
program is written is Prolog, an artificial intelligence language (Bharath, 1996; Marcus, 
1986). Current versions include full source code, RETE algorithm for fast forward chaining, 
a truth maintenance system, uncertainty handling, and hypothetical words. 
Today, most expert systems are PC-based and built around commercial shells - that 
is, system components without domain knowledge. Chen and Prinz (1994) describe an expert 
cost-benefit- model of product design for recyclability and detail its application. Expert 
systems that do not use shells are usually written in an artificial intelligence language such as 
PROLOG (Gobel, 1989). But data is imprecise and conventional expert systems tend to be 
unable to handle such data. lnferencing systems can be applied to a large variety of 
industrial engineering tasks to help overcome the problem. These include monitoring, 
scheduling, decision support, process control , and quality control, among others. 
According to Klein (1995), fear of the nature and costs of such systems have posed a 
major barrier to the development of expert systems. Another major impediment to 
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development has been continued resistance from higher management. in his view, managers 
and officials have not been convinced of the benefits that an expert system could bring to 
their organization because there is still a paucity of results from field research that support or 
precisely define these benefits. Klein (1995) does acknowledge a major factor having a 
positive affect on the continuing development of expert systems. This relates to diminishing 
technical barriers. At the present time there is increased computer literacy by end-users, 
availability of cheap but powerful computer hardware and software, and widespread access 
to the Internet. 
Search of the available literature identified a number of expert and knowledge based 
models that have been developed in recent years (Holden, 1992; Jackson, 1992). Leong 
(1992), for example, reports the successful application of an expert system model for a 
manufacturing company. Baldwin-Morgan (1994) describes the application of an expert 
system on audit planning. interviews and questionnaires were used to gather evidence about 
the organizational programs, information processing capacity, and the preliminary 
framework of propositions as they related to the expert system task. Evidence was provided 
concerning the impact of the expert system in use. As expected by the research study, the 
use of the expert system was shown to have a positive impact on the organization (Baldwin-
Morgan, 1994). However, the impact was not as great or as comprehensive in this particular 
case as the available literature had suggested it would be. According to the researcher, 
determination of whether there would be a positive or negative impact of using the expert 
system was moderated by two variables: the level of experience of the expert person 
completing the task, and the status of the client. 
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Another expert system example, the Energy Conservation Options (ECO) software 
package model, has importance to cost accounting and benefit analysis (Tellus, 1995). ECO 
was developed as an expert system software package to help identify the cost-effective 
demand-side management (DSM), measures, and programs as related to multi-fuel planning 
and water impacts. 
According to King's (1993) investigation, many companies, both in the 
manufacturing and non-manufacturing sector, believe expert systems are vital to the future of 
their organization. His survey was based on 257 responses to a questionnaire regarding the 
need for expert systems. He also provides a review of several successful expert system 
applications in the manufacturing sector. One such inferencing system, the ACP Advisor, 
was successfully developed and implemented at TCl's Advanced Coating Plant in Dunlfries. 
It restored peak efficiency and freed the expert for technical support in other areas. Set up of 
this shell-based system was relatively easy and adequately encapsulated the expert's 
knowledge. The system made fault diagnosis, repair, and adjustment guidance information 
available to almost twenty managerial, supervisory, and operational staff. The system was 
also found to be invaluable as a training aide. It has recently been extended to include an 
important company database of information concerning plant operating conditions and 
equipment status. 
It is important to note that authorities cite certain areas that are more suitable for 
analysis by expert systems than others because they share sinlilar characteristics (Jackson, 
1992; Hajsadr & Steward, 1990). These include: 
(1) Knowledge required to make decisions is fairly well circumscribed; 
(2) Those who are expert in the area in question can reach accurate solutions 
much more rapidly than can people who are not experts; 
(3) There is considerable value in reaching accurate solutions rapidly to justify 
the effort required to automate part or all of the decision-making process in 
cost beneficial terms; and 
(4) Data required as decision input can be described objectively. 
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Over the past decade, the computer programming methods used to create expert 
systems, called knowledge engineering, have been incorporated into the standard industrial 
engineering repertoire of techniques. Expert systems are now routinely used in a variety of 
industries. As a stand-alone product, for example, they are used by credit card companies to 
make rapid decisions whether to extend credit for individual transactions by customers and 
by manufacturers. When embedded inside another product, for example they are used as 
grammar checkers and wizards in consumer products. A related technology, neural 
networks, is used in devices such as refrigerators and air conditioners. 
Specific Expert System Examples Applicable to the Study 
The Diagnostician Maintenance Expert System (DIMES) is another example of an 
expert system application and it has a direct relationship on the current study focus - that of 
building a frame based expert system for aircraft propulsion problem diagnoses. DIMES is a 
diagnostic expert system for a hydraulic system (Mitchell, 1991). DIMES is a three levels 
frame-based system developed with the Microsoft Windows based expert system shell. The 
first two levels represent a hydraulic system and its sub-system respectively. The third level 
is the diagnostic processor where specific machine problems are determined. A C language 
interface links the diagnostic application with hardware sensors. Diagnosis is either initiate 
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by a user, characteristic deviation, or an actual failure. Regardless, system state or condition 
is provided to user with option for recommended action 
A diagnostic session is triggered by a sensor going out of range, a machine failure, or 
by a user request. At the beginning of a diagnostic session, the machine sensor data is 
transferred to the expert system for analysis by the diagnostic rules. Dimes will then inform 
the user to the condition of the machinery and provide the option to request remedy 
information (Mitchell, 1991). 
The Jet Engine Troubleshooting Assistant (JETA) is another example applicable to 
the proposed study. JETA is a diagnostic expert system that assists Canadian military 
aircraft mechanics to diagnose problems on the General Electric J8S-CAN-IS jet engine, 
which is used to power the CF-S jet trainer (Halasz et aI, 1990). The diagnostic software 
shell Automated Reasoning Tool (ART) was used and Common LISP was used for the 
necessary customization. The system was implemented on a Sun Workstation and applies the 
multi-window user interface for screen partitioning, which allowed for information displays 
to include commands, diagrams, and advice; where selection depends on pointing and 
clicking. 
The adopted approach is classification of problems with an inference mechanism to 
refme hypotheses. The user navigates a structured diagnostic network; given the problem 
and symptoms, refmements are made and detail options are derived from available 
information. Knowledge is based on the integration of reasoning strategies of experts and the 
manufacturer's manual, which is represented in a hierarchical structure consisting of three 
levels frames classified as diagnostic network node frames , symptoms frames , and glossary 
frames. The individual level is a step in the reasoning process. The first level contain 
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information pertaining repair performance; the second level can contain information relating 
to major symptoms; and the third level can contain test information needed to identify error 
causes. JETA allows user to access and view the reasoning process and derive conclusions. 
The Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines expert system supports 
diagnostic in the manufacturing industry (Bohez & Thieravarut, 1997). The expert system 
was implemented as a hybrid system incorporating the concepts of both shallow reasoning 
(rule-based) and deep reasoning (model-based) for enhance efficiency and effectiveness. The 
shallow reasoning provides speed and deep reasoning ensures all failure possibilities are 
considered. The three main steps of the reasoning process are symptom identifier, question 
generator, and diagnosis processor. Symptoms are matched with those in the knowledge 
base. Question generation allowed for interaction as questions and answers. Diagnosis 
processor discussed allowed for the transition from shallow reasoning where known 
symptoms are compared with similar problems encountered to deep reasoning where 
diagnostic action is based on the design description. 
The expert system was developed using VP-Expert shell. The knowledge base 
consisted of thirteen modules and was partitioned for controller diagnosis and machine 
diagnosis. Examples of the modules under the controller are system error module and 
automatic operation module; examples of machine modules are spindle system module and 
coolant low-pressure module. In all cases, upon completion of its function using deep 
reasoning, the machine diagnosis always linked to the controller side. The controller 
diagnosis. wruch uses shallow reasoning linked to the machine side as necessary. To ensure 
proper ordering of test, the backward chaining strategy was used for controller diagnosi s. 
Forward chaining was used for machine diagnosis to reduce the knowledge base size and 
searching time. As for the interface, no specific interface is discussed. 
The Computer Aided Maintenance of Diesel Engines (CAM ODE) assists in the 
repairs of Caterpillar 3208T marine engine components (Autar, 1996). CAMODE was 
developed in EGERlA and implemented in IBM compatible computers. Diagnosis is 
performed on two tiers based on the integration and linking of exiting functionalities of a 
manual system with an automated system consisting of data acquisition, signal processing 
and signal analysis capabilities applying rule-based representation technique. Acquired 
signals are processed and filtered for the elin1ination of unnecessary data. Filtered data are 
stored in a database system for use in fault diagnosis. The manual system serves as the 
nucleus of the automated system. 
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The manual system is based on empirical knowledge and the automated system is 
based on deep reasoning. CAM ODE consist of eight independent modules for access, which 
perform such functions as diagnosing, advising on appropriate service and repair procedures, 
parts, and tools requirements performing the service and repair procedures, testing and 
adjusting procedures, and on specification data. The manual system required input from the 
users such as symptoms observed, test results, and instrument readings. Computer graphics 
are used to communicate with end users. 
Turbine Engine Diagnostics (TED) is a diagnostic expert system, which assists the 
soldier mechanics in performing related maintenance functions for the AGT -1500 turbine 
engines used in the US Army's M 1 Abrams tank (Helfman et aI., 1999). The diagnostic 
software shell used to develop TED was a Windows-based shell known as Visual Expert by 
Softsell. The other subsystems incorporated were based on various applications to include 
VISUAL basic, Access, Toolbook, and Hyper Writer, C++ and DELPHI. It was 
implemented in IBM PC compatible PENTIUM systems 
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TED entails five functional areas under the cognizance of maintenance mechanics to 
include diagnosing system faults , ordering spare parts, providing instructions on how to 
perform required repairs, performing test to ensure repairs correct the problem, maintaining 
necessary maintenance records or forms and providing an on-line tutorial on AGT1500 
turbine engine maintenance procedures. The inference strategy is backward chaining. It 
incorporates a multimode access, where users determine interaction preference choice in 
terms of menu or data driven mode. TED covers the range of expertise. 
The Integrated Diagnostic Expert System (IDEA) is an expert system, which assist 
automobile mechanics diagnose electrical , electronics, and mechanical problems on Fiat, 
Lancia, and Alfa Romeo vehicles (Sanseverino & Cascio, 1997). IDEA was implemented as 
hybrid system incorporating rule-based and model-based approaches. Heuristics are used to 
make diagnosis more efficient and support fault prioritization of candidate components. 
An object-oriented representation is applied with three classes of objects. The first 
class is symptoms in terms of car observation as the initial diagnostic point; it may be a list of 
components for investigation. The second class is components, which addresses 
malfunctioned parts. The third class is signals referring to the kind of test, measurement, and 
verification for fault identification. IDEA reasoning mechanism is dependent on two 
constraint propagation techniques and a focusing strategy. Based on any malfunctions, the 
observation is propagated into the network of functional dependencies to isolate the faulty 
component. The first is functional propagation for exoneration. A component is exonerated 
when output signals are observed to be normal. The second is failure propagation. An 
abnormal signal relates to at least one abnormal component. The combination of abnormal 
assumptions corresponds to a candidate explanation ofthe observations, possibly leading to 
multiple faults. 
Expert System Shells 
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Two of the ways expert systems are built today are from scratch or using a 
development software tool as a "shell." Expert system shells generally provide the 
components or characteristics described under architecture such as an inference engine, a 
user interface, an explanation system and sometimes a knowledge base editor (Schmuller, 
1992). The features facilitate the development of user-friendly interfaces, manipulation of 
lists, strings, and objects, and interaction with external programs and databases. Shells are 
versatile and offer significant advantages. They are not limited to a specific problem domain 
and they do not require the developer to know the intricacies of AI such as syntax, predicates 
recursive restructuring, and search protocols (Lewis, 1993). The insertion of new rule sets or 
knowledge while maintaining the embedded inference engine can lead to the creation of a 
system to handle a different task. In principle, the shell is usable for different problem 
domains (Merritt, 1989; Van Hom, 1986). 
Although others support the general description and characteristics of shells, they 
view the application of the shell's rigid patterns and methodology as a disadvantage. 
Regardless, shell usage simplifies programming and greatly reduces the burden of developing 
an expert system due to time and cost saving. 
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Traditional Program Structure Vs. Expert Systems 
Traditional programming structure is imperative where the focus is on applying 
sequential or numerical concepts for specific solutions (Walker & Miller, 1990). Traditional 
structure has an inherent dependency to reduce any problems to numbers (Van Hom, 1986). 
The available algorithm is the only applicable knowledge source to support specific 
conditions. 
Compared to conventional programming, the expert system approach focuses on 
symbolic, logical reasoning, declarative, and descriptive methods where justification is 
available to support every conclusion. Expert systems can address various problems under 
its domain without additional programming. They function by mimicking the human 
problem solving process where heuristics are applied (Durkin, 1994b). Savory (1990) 
indicated an expert system is more maintainable than traditional code because it consists of 
"why" information vice "how" instruction complied in a program. Detailed steps are 
delineated to achieve some outcome and require direct knowledge of the outcome. In 
addition, they typically support confidence level of judgments and conclusions by employing 
certainty and confidence factors (Biando, 1990). The essential difference between an expert 
system and traditional programming is the separation of knowledge from inference and 
control. Walker and Miller (1990) outlines the advantages of expert system over 
conventional programming: 
a. The domain-specific knowledge and related problem-solving strategies can be 
separated from crucial programming issues as the choice of processing algorithms or 
the selection of control structures. 
b. The knowledge can be represented in a form that closely parallels the way the 
human expert understands the problem domain. The expert's judgments can often 
be expressed as rules and these rules can use the language and vocabulary of the experts 
who develop and use the system. 
c. The knowledge base of the system is readable and easy to modify. The experts can 
maintain the expert system themselves, not just by programmers. 
Expert System Architecture 
The conceptual difference between traditional programming and an expert system is 
demonstrated mathematically in the equations below. 
Traditional Program = Data + Algorithm 
Expert System = Knowledge Base + inference Engine 
Although the mathematical equations provide a vivid distinction between an expert system 
and a traditional program, it is important to understand an expert system's configuration. 
Generally, the configuration consists of a knowledge base, inference engine, and user 
interface (Lane 1989) as in Figure I. 
User Interface Inference Engine Knowledgebase 
Figure I . Basic Expert System Configuration 
The knowledge base of the system is a storehouse of available knowledge where 
expert information is neatly represented. Knowledge representation techniques formalize 
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and organize the knowledge. The application of appropriate knowledge representation 
approaches for expert systems facilitate the ability to arrive at conclusions from a set of 
premises. Knowledge representation has many different forms to include rule-based, frame-
based, semantic networks, and logical predicates or object oriented. According to Biando 
(1990), these forms are sometimes combined to create bybrid systems for use in an integrated 
environment. 
The rule-based approach is historically the most common representation structure. 
Rule-based provide modularity to knowledge representation and is widely used in the 
commercial sector and it has gained more popularity (Biando, 1990). They lend themselves 
to computer symbolic processing and they provide a simple model for encoding human 
problem solving techniques (Buchanan& Shortlife, 1985, 1994). The knowledge is primarily 
stored as condition-action pairs and is relevant to the line of reasoning. Provided the IF 
(premise) a certain condition exist THEN (conclusion) a certain action is performed to 
generate conclusions based on verification and validation of facts (Biando, 1990, Chander, 
Shingal, & Radhakrishnan, 1997; Van Hom, 1986; Savory, 1990). It is based on the concept 
of problem solving, which requires the derivation of new fact about a situation from other 
known facts (Mallach, 1994). The codification of rule-based approach is found in rule base 
expert system shells. 
Frame is a structure for the organization of knowledge based on a concept, an object, 
or activity, with an emphasis on default knowledge (Biando, 1990). According to Marcus & 
McDermott (1989), the frame-based approach is an efficient, a powerful, and a higher form 
of data structure and compartmentalization of the knowledge base. The frames organized in 
a hierarchical structure to support multiple inheritances. In essence, the lower order frames 
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inherit attributes from higher order frames, with the highest frame containing information 
that applies to all other frames (Mallach, 1994). Frames are base on true expectation or 
experience. The entity attributes are represented as slots (Biando, 1990; Mallach, 1994), 
which apply a reasoning commonly known as expectation driven processing for expectation 
confirmation to fill in the slots values. In addition, Frames provides flexibility through the 
application of a variety of reasoning services. The inference concept is applied for reasoning 
services. Sonnenwald & Dolan in Leibowits and DeSalvo (1989) describes the three types 
of inference that are supported through inheritance to include structure and value inheritance, 
integrity maintenance/constraint checking, and relational inference. Frames include 
procedural as well as declarative information (Liebowitz, 1997). 
The semantic network, on the other hand, is a graphic description of factual 
knowledge. It is an approach closely related to frames, which describes the linked properties 
and relations of various descriptive factors such as objects, events, concepts, situations or 
actions by a directed graph consisting of nodes and labeled edges (Biando, 1990, Turban, 
1990, Walker & Miller, 1990; Mallach, 1994). Subramanian and Yaverbaum (1997) describe 
emantic networks in terms of managers organizing their knowledge to deal with strategic 
issues. This approach is very popular due to its natural characteristics and its ability to allow 
for explicit and succinct associations (Biando, 1990). 
Over time expert systems continue to be improved and to realize greater success. 
Several other knowledge representation approaches to include case-based and model based 
have been applied for knowledge-based applications. Use of Case-base reasoning has 
significantly added to the success. This type of reasoning relies on analogy and comparison 
of previous solved problems. It provides the ability to retrieve relevant stored cases 
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(knowledge) based on similarity with a problem at hand by merging and adapting them for a 
resolution, which will be stored in the case library for solving similar future problems (Maher 
et aI., 1997; Marling, C., Sqalli, M., Rissland, E., Munoz-Avila, H., and Aha, D., 2002; 
Owrang, 1998). As noted by Martin (1990) and Tsatsoulis, Cheng, and Wei (1997), case-
based reasoning is a systematic process as follows: 
1. Presentation: Current problem is presented to the system. 
2. Retrieval: The case library is searched for similar cases. Relevant cases are 
retrieved and ranked based on similarity. 
3. Adaptation: The solution of the finally selected case is modified for fit. 
4. Validation and Update: User feedback validates the solution. Provided there is a 
valid solution, the case is added to the library for future use. 
Another approach used for diagnostics is the model-based technique. A system's 
model represents what the system does and how it works. The many characteristics to 
include physical, behavioral, and functional knowledge are to provide the basis for specific 
expectations. These can be compared against the system being diagnosed. Models are based 
on theoretical formulations, simulation or experimental data (Darwiche, 2000; Sanseverino & 
Cascio, 1997). To be effective, model based reasoning requires an accurate model of the 
physical system in order to reason out the expected behavior. The models of the physical 
system must also be complete and independent from the reasoning unit. The model-based 
approaches are considered to be able to handle new faults, but they can be complex in 
structure (Darwiche, 2000). Most model-based systems have been designed for fault 
detection in electrical circuits, since the behavior of circuit elements can be easily modeled. 
In many other applications, model-based reasoning has been considered unsuitable for 
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diagnosis because models often are not available. Rotating machinery diagnosis is one such 
domain, where models are not readily available to support the approach. 
Ill/ormatioll Ellgilleerillg 
As a basic tenet, most software development endeavors applies the system 
development life cycle ( DLC) process and the development and desirability criteria to 
include technical, operational, and economic feasibility to increase the chance of success in 
terms oftechnology, schedule, and cost (Mallach, 1994 and Turban, 1990). The traditional 
SDLC methodology is a series of steps used to build information systems, which formally 
divides an information system life cycle into sequence of stages or phases with specific 
deliverables required at the end of each phase. The ending phases serves as input for the next 
phase. Although there are variations, the phases generally consist of project defmition, 
systems study, design, programming, installation, and post-implementation (Hoffer, George, 
& Valacich, 1996). Consult the references for specific details and an elaboration on the 
traditional life cycle and alternative process models such as the waterfall (classical), rapid 
application development (user interface), expert system life cycle, and prototyping (new 
system application). 
Although expert system development has a great deal of similarity with the 
development of traditional systems (LaSalle & Medsker, 1990), many researchers abandoned 
the traditional SOLC usage for expert system development due to inadequacies (Yoon et aI, 
1995 as cited in Subramanian & Yaverbaum, 1997) and adopted a modified SDLC version 
known as the Expert ystem Development Life Cycle (ESDLC) model (Subramanian & 
Yaverbaum, 1997. ESDLC is widely accepted as an integrated process starting with domain 
election through maintenance. However, there are many variations and decompositions. 
These are presented in Table I on the next page. 
With regard to building an expert system for maintenance purposes, Majstorovic, 
1990 as cited in Bohez & Thieravarut (1997) presents five phases: 
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(1) In the identification phase, requirements are defined to build the expert system under 
consideration. 
(2) in the conceptualization phase, representation technique concepts are defined in 
tenns of data availability, objects relationships, and infonnation flow. 
(3) In the formalization phase, structures are designed with an emphasis on such factors 
as hypotheses space, process modeling, and data characteristics. 
(4) In the application phase, a prototype is developed consisting of the necessary 
components. 
(5) in the testing phase, inference rules consistency and rule interconnection are 
assessed. 
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Table 1: Phase Representation by Different Authors 
Durkin, 1994 Turban, 1990 ES DEY, 1990 Andert, 1992 
Problem Project Initialization Problem Defmition Iteration of 
Assessment Requirements 
Knowledge System Analysis & Knowledge Design 
Acquisition Design Acquisition 
System Design Rapid Prototyping Tool Selection Knowledge-Base 
Defmition 
Testing System Rapid Prototyping Prototype 
Development 
Documentation Implementation Final System Test 
Construction 
Maintenance Post- Implementation NA 
implementation 
NA NA NA 
Maintenance 
The expert system life cycle is inherently evolutionary with a prototyping emphasis 
(Sacerdoti, 1991 as cited in Subramanian & Yaverbaum, 1997; LaSalle & Medsker, 1990); 
the application of an iterative process provides discovery opportunities with each iteration to 
improve performance based on user involvement for the verification, validation, and testing 
prior to fully developing the system (Andert, 1992; Hoffer, George, & Yalacich, 1996; 
LaSalle & Medsker, 1990; and Laudon & Laudon, 1996, Pedersen, 1989 & Poulymenakou et 
aI , 1992 as cited in Subramanian & Yaverbaum, 1997). Ideally, increased competence is 
achieved with each discovery and modification to ensure the resulting system performs 
successfully. The system development effort has many key tasks based on many widely 
accepted methodologies. Regardless of the adopted methodology, the basic concept is to 
provide a solid system development foundation to be used as a guideline (Andert, 1992). 
Kllow/edge Ellgilleerillg 
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Expert system development is a lengthy process, which requires consideration of the 
topics discussed earlier, and cooperation and commitment from all parties concerned. The 
most important part in any expert system is knowledge or expertise. According to Liou 
(1990), expert system development efforts has four critical activities to include acquiring 
knowledge from the experts, representing the knowledge in forms such as rules, 
implementing a prototype, and verifying and validating the system. 
Knowledge acquisition is the process of extracting specific domain knowledge from 
the available experts to populate the knowledge base (Liebowitz, 1997; Walker & Miller, 
1990). Knowledge acquisition is considered as the bottleneck in the construction of expert 
ystems (Wagner, 1990; Bohez & Thieravarut, ] 997) and a critical phase of the total expert 
system life cycle (Sabramanian & Yaverbaurn, 1997). It encompasses structuring, analyzing, 
organizing, and interpreting how knowledge is used for problem solving to be encoded for 
system usage (Hu, 1987 as cited in Subramanian & Yaverbaum, 1997, Kidd, as cited in 
Wagner 1990, Liou, 1990, Walker & Miller, 1990). Kim and Courtney (as cited in Wagner, 
1990) clearly describe the knowledge acquisition process and represent it via a framework. 
The knowledge acquisition approach requires interaction between a knowledge base and a 
problem domain, which consists of concepts, heuristics, and reasoning type knowledge. 
A variety of methods and styles are available for knowledge acquisition to include 
basic, group, and supplementary techniques. Liou (1990) provides more and specific details 
on the individual techniques. A case study performed by Cullen and Bryman (as cited in 
Wagner, 1990) indicates the most common method for acquiring knowledge is unstructured 
interviews and observance of experts to understanding their work and how they reason with 
their knowledge. 
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The knowledge engineer is regarded as a mediator who performs knowledge 
acquisition. The knowledge engineer is responsible for every function related to expert 
system development. The specific functions outlined by Prerau (as cited in Liou, 1990). The 
knowledge engineer should possess the following skills: 
(a) Knowledge acquisition techniques such as concept analysis, domain and task 
analysis, process tracing and protocol analysis, and simulations. 
(b) Knowledge representation techniques such as rules, frame, semantic network , 
and first order logic. 
(c) lnferencing strategies pertaining to backward chaining, forward chaining, 
breadth-first search, depth-first search, and problem reduction. 
(d) Familiarity with expert system shell in the market place. 
The functions and responsibilities of a knowledge engineer are leading and managing 
the project, defming the problem domain, selecting hardware/software, acquiring and 
representing knowledge, implementing the expert system, interacting with the users and 
managers, preparing technical documentation, verifying and validating the system, training 
users, operating and maintaining the initial system, and providing advice for extension and 
updates (Liou, 1990; Partridge, 1996; Plant, 1992). 
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Object Oriellted Methodology 
This is an approach to bring technology in line with business by providing a new way 
for groups to think about processes and information systems (Booch, 1994). Construction of 
models expresses business concepts as real objects, which include people, places, and things. 
Technology-based details are suppressed. This method uses object-oriented programming 
and case tools. Routines and procedures are considered to be objects. An object is a black 
box that receives and sends messages. The black box contains code, sequences of computer 
instructions, and data infonnation upon which the instructions operate (Hutt, 1994). 
Traditionally, code and data have been kept apart. In object-oriented programming, code and 
data are merged into a single indivisible thing - an object. 
Object-oriented methodology is considered to be a hybrid expert system. Object-
oriented infonnation systems provide a different way of thinking. Learning to "object think" 
is in fact a core requirement. Reusable groups of software code can be used and reused to 
save time in building custom applications (Bartholomew, 1996). In this way, applications 
can be adapted to a changing business or project without the requirement of changing the 
underlying code. Adaptability is essentially the key. Off-the-shelf software that is built 
using object technology can offer incredible flexibility, Anderson (1996) explains. 
Applications can be easily changed because they are built using reusable and modular 
components. 
Current object orientation brings technology in me with business by providing a new 
way for both groups to think about processes and information systems. The construction of 
business models is employed by expressing business concepts as real objects to include 
people (e.g. , users, industrial engineers), places (e.g. , office, warehouse, plant), and things 
(e.g. , equipment, assembly line, checkout lane). From this perspective, technology-based 
details are suppressed. 
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According to Mattison and Sipolt (1995), the new hybrid technology is streamlining 
the way companies are building corporate information systems. But success will not be 
realized until everything is treated as objects - software and hardware - and the information 
systems department is restructured to fit that model. A new wave of object-oriented tools 
helps developers capture data models, process models and transaction-processing logic. 
Many standard processes can be reused with a separate layer for business plans (Baum, 
1995). But the transition from prototype to live operational system has not been an ea y one. 
For some developers, the solution is embodied in a new type of object-oriented analysis and 
design product called the Object Management Workbench (OMW). Bawn explains that 
OMW is the forerunner of a new wave of development environments called of "executable 
CASE" which makes it easy for developers to express business rules at a high level of 
abstraction because a single model is used at all stages. He concludes that, "What seemed to 
be missing in the CASE world was a product that could manage business events. Many 
methodologies model business rules. OMW implements those rules both in the object model 
and in the event model" (p. 38). 
Ellgine Diagl10stic Expert Systems: Need and Limitatiolls 
Diagnostics has emerged as one of the interesting and challenging applications of 
KBS technology. The many successes, usefulness, and significant contributions of expert 
systems over the years and current increased capabilities have led to their development and 
implementation in industry and government for various application areas. Some of the expert 
system categories are design, monitoring, diagnosis, instruction, etc. The extent of the 
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application domain range has created a permanent and secure role for them in many different 
organizations (Durkin, 1994b). 
The need for engine diagnostic expert systems is demonstrated by the influx of 
systems and research (Dauben & Tirey, 1990). Expert systems are critically needed for any 
task where knowledge or requirements are constantly changing. Such a system is ideal for 
troubleshooting and diagnosing, analyzing diverse data, production scheduling, and 
equipment layout (Van Horn, 1986). Expert systems have been used to support maintenance 
for many years. While maintenance relies heavily on computers, the use of expert system 
with other technologies has been slow to develop. 
Even the best expert systems have limitations when compared with the hwnan expert, 
who is often able to apply intuition and common sense to problem solving when no fonnal 
solutions or analogy exists. Another limitation pertains to the unavailability of expert 
mechanics to perform maintenance on the engine is critical to the organization (Ramirez, 
1989). In addition, the system is limited in capturing the knowledge of the experts so they 
can be available at all times. Often this person(s) is not available to the organization in 
question. 
A number of diagnostic approaches have been available for aircraft engine 
maintenance. The domain in this research is a mechanic ' s ability to diagnose aircraft engine 
problems. Expert system is based on the concept that human experts apply a collection of 
reasoning rules to retrieve knowledge for making decisions or problem solving. As the rules 
are detennined, the expert's experience, knowledge, and reasoning process can be delineated 
and emulated by a computer program. Hence, the description that an expert system is a 
computer program or model that emulates a human expert's thinking process within a narrow 
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technical knowledge domain to solve problems or support decision-making. The decisions or 
recommendations of an expert system should be equivalent to those of an experienced 
human. 
In order to address the difficulties inherent in increased complexity, computerized 
diagnostics is a maturing discipline that has become an essential component of modem 
systems. One aspect ofthis field that has seen considerable growth is expert systems 
application. Through symbolic manipulation, reasoning with incomplete facts, and user 
queries, they attempt to mimic the performance of human diagnostic expertise. Application 
of these diagnostic expert systems extends across all engineering fields including software 
failures, nuclear accidents, digital electronics, and more. The concept of maintenance and 
troubleshooting is no longer dependent on just numerical analyses; it also needs a large 
amount of symbolic processing. 
A number of expert systems have been developed to interface with other systems (Su, 
Liu, & Hwang, 2001), especially support engine diagnostic activities (Proctor, 1996, 1997). 
Different scientific techniques have been used to isolate or quantify system conditions; this 
includes engine-monitoring systems where the changes in pressure and or temperature may 
be an indication of future failure. An integration of expert system with condition monitoring 
has been an effective tool in data interpretation. The advances in both computer hardware 
and software have eliminated the past boundaries. As such, it is cost effective to develop 
expert systems to support maintenance and diagnostic activities (Smith et aI., 1992). 
Summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to review the literature pertinent to the major 
variables of the study. Expert system evolution was discussed flfSt. Included were sections on 
historical system developments, more recent developments, expert system examples, 
examples applicable to the proposed study, and expert system shells. In addition, traditional 
program structure was compared to expert systems structure. 
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The following major section of the chapter examined expert system architecture. It 
was noted that the conceptual difference between traditional programming and an expert 
system could be demonstrated mathematically as follows: Traditional Program = Data + 
Algorithm; Expert System = Knowledge Base + Inference Engine. The case-based reasoning 
process was also explained. It consists of four phases: presentation (in which current problem 
is presented to the system); retrieval (where the case library is searched for similar cases and 
relevant cases are ranked); adaptation (in wruch the solution is modified for fit ; and 
validation and update (where user feedback is used to validate the solution). 
Information engineering and knowledge engineering were the subjects of the next two 
sections. The traditional SOLe methodology was explained. Although there are variations, 
authorities generally agreed that the phases consist of project definition, systems study, 
design, programming, installation, and post-implementation. 
The fmal two sections reviewed object oriented methodology and engine diagnostic 
expert systems in terms of need and limitations. Object-oriented methodology is an approach 
to bring technology in line with business by providing a new way for groups to thjnk about 
processes and infom1ation systems. The new hybrid technology is streamlining the way that 
systems are developed. But success will not be realized until everytrung is treated as objects 
- software and hardware - and the information systems department is restructured to fit that 
model. Object-oriented tools are continually being created to help developers capture data 
models, process models and transaction-processing logic. 
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But it is in the area of diagnostics that great strides forward are being taken. 
Diagnostics has emerged as one of the interesting and challenging applications ofKBS 
technology. The many successes, usefulness, and significant contributions of expert systems 
over the years and current increased capabilities have led to their development and 
implementation in industry and government for various application areas. Some ofthe expert 
system categories are design, monitoring, diagnosis, instruction, etc. These diagnostic expert 
systems are directly related to the proposed study. The extent of the application domain 
range has created a permanent and secure role for them in many different organizations -
including aircraft troubleshooting. 
Introduction 
Chapter 3 
Methodology 
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Technicians' shortage and the lack of adequate diagnostic support tools necessitate the 
use of a cooperative application design to assist in diagnosing and troubleshooting engine 
problems. The study performed a comparative analysis of two expert systems approaches for 
the maintenance aviation domain. As a result ofthis study, diagnosing of faults , which can 
be generalized to all aircraft engines will reduce the burden on aircraft mechanic regardless 
of experience level such as novice, intermediate, or expert. The purpose of this chapter is to 
explain the methodology that was employed to address the objectives of the study as well as 
the research questions. 
In the larger context of comparative analysis, an example of research into the 
evaluation of one programming language structure approach against another is the research 
perfonned by Dhar and Ranganathan (1990). in their research, they contrasted integer 
programming versus expert system. Another comparative analysis performed by Merritt 
(1989) where rule-based programming was contrasted against procedural programming. The 
weaknesses and strengths of both styles of programming were del ineated. If control 
information is part of the knowledge, it is more appropriate to use procedural language. 
Otherwise, rule-based is more appropriate. These are broader or in different domains, my 
research was in the specific area of expert systems. Thus the objective of the study was to 
determine which expert system technique is more efficient for troubleshooting - a rule-based 
or frame-based knowledge representation techniques. The problem type characteristics are 
complex systems, with large amount of detenninistic data, and where the perfonnance of 
diagnosis is a time dependent functions. 
Research Method(s) Employed 
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The study developed two test models: one rule-based and one frame-based. The 
purpose was to compare the relative efficiency of the two knowledge representation 
techniques for developing expert systems. The comparison was to determine the significant 
difference between the two techniques along a set of critical evaluation factors for identifying 
the extent to which there would be any differences in the execution efficiency of the two 
techniques. The key concern was whether or not there were critical differences. 
A correlation technique used to express a dichotomy of variables was applied in this 
study. According to (Gay, 1996), the specific measure does not necessarily describe the 
difference in amount or extent, but it measures the difference. This definition was extended 
to describe the ranking of data based on the measures incorporated into the FLEX software 
development environment. The ordinal level measure applied in this research does not 
delineate the range of difference. It does not identify if there is a significant or minor 
difference between the knowledge representation techniques. The ordinal level measure was 
selected as the highest level at which the data could be evaluated for the four evaluation 
factors. The ordinal level of measure provided a basis for comparison. The measurement 
produced from running the software was in real numbers, which was converted to the scale as 
+ 1, 0, and -1. The conversion was useful in ranking the data or evaluation factors under 
consideration. The scale from + I, 0, and -1 represented a generalization of the difference 
between production rules and frames relevant to the evaluation factors. The concern was not 
whether a technique is twice or ten times as efficient when compared to the other. The 
research was to demonstrate that there is a significant difference and one of the knowledge 
representation techniques was more efficient for deterministic data. 
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Computational efficiency, correctness, expressiveness, and consistency were the 
evaluation factors selected from this researcher"s investigation into the criteria used for 
evaluating different knowledge representation techniques. McCall and his associates (as 
cited in Pressman, 1992) identified a variety of software quality factors. However, most of 
the metrics are very subjective. The toolkit available within the FLEX environment was used 
to measure some ofthe evaluation factors selected for this research. 
Specific Procedures Employed 
The research approach was to develop two scaled down diagnostic expert systems to 
be entitled the Virtually Automated Maintenance Analysis System (V AMAS), respectively 
as VAMAS-RULE and VAMAS-FRAME. The two programs contained the same 
architecture, logic, and components. The programs addressed the same diagnostic problems. 
However, the inference engine structure was designed for conformance to the specific 
knowledge representation technique. LPA WINPROLOG FLEX 4.2 is a commercially 
available shell program with a full-scale program development environment, which includes 
tools for identifying and measuring different aspects of the performance of the program to 
include measuring execution time and identifying the diagnostic conclusion in terms of 
correctness and consistency (Westwood, 1996). 
Similar to any software development effort, there was a reliance on applying the 
Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) methodologies because the software process can 
be rendered more manageable. This research employed the expert system development life 
cycle according to one of the approaches discussed in Chapter 2. Although there are many 
methodology decompositions, all of the expert system development life cycle discussed is 
inherently the same. 
lnitially, the author performed research to uncover problems within the aviation 
domain and then narrowed the focus to comparing knowledge representation techniques 
while addressing specific diagnostic issues within the aviation domain. The various i sues 
impacting system success or failures as identified by many experts were considered 
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( ubramanian, 1997). A variety of competing ideas were considered to include detennining 
the preferred way to deftne requirements and to collect information; the development of a full 
blown system operational model compared to the development of test models; and deciding 
whether to use a shell or develop an expert system from scratch using available programming 
languages, and the method to acquire the requisite knowledge. Detailed investigative 
analysis lead to the conclusion that two test models would suffice to demonstrate the 
difference between the two knowledge representation techniques and the use of a shell would 
save time during development and design, especially a shell with the capability to support 
both rules and frames. 
Consistent with the expert system development life cycle, it was critical to determine 
the preferred order for collecting information. Knowledge or expertise is crucial in any 
expert system. The knowledge base development depended on an in depth understanding of 
the engine, the anticipated malfunctions, and the solutions to populate it. The knowledge 
engineering concepts and methodologies were applied to elicit and acquire knowledge from 
expert sources (Liou, 1990). 
Since the various approaches discussed in Chapter 2 did not dictate how knowledge 
engineering should be performed, the key consideration was for the types of system and data 
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under consideration. The task of extracting knowledge was limited to the choice of 
documentation or questioning physical human experts. The researcher opted to use existing 
procedures as a source of knowledge because of many failed attempts to interview engineers 
and mechanics specializing in the particular propulsion system. Based on the departure from 
acquiring the knowledge from individual experts, it became necessary to locate technical 
documentation that was recognized and validated by some specific technical authority. 
The researcher acquired knowledge from an engine-troubleshooting guide consisting 
of problem solutions. Since experts concluded a user would arrive at an expert conclusion if 
the steps in the guide were followed. The F404-GE Engine Troubleshooting Training Guide 
was sufficient to identify the rules and inference. This guide contained large volume of 
deterministic data and processes. There was specific set of intermediate decisions when 
properly applied resulted in the correct conclusion. V AMAS was limited to that kind of data. 
The guide was a relevant source of knowledge because it represented knowledge from 
multiple experts without the many issues inherent in traditional knowledge acquisition, for 
example, disagreement among the experts. The guide had been validated and verified by 
many different experts ranging from engineers, technicians, and mechanjcs for many years. 
In addition, it also had been accredited and validated by a group of experts in industry and 
government. Below are the six specific subsets of problems addressed as derived from the 
General Electric F404-GE Engine Troubleshooting Trainmg Guide (1994). The proof of 
concept was lirruted to the Main 19rution System Malfunction. 
a. ·'The main igniter does not fire or fires with a weak spark during startup." 
b. "The main igruter does not cut out at normal sub-idle speeds and continues to fire 
at engine idle after engine startup is complete." 
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c. "The igniters do not fire for an auto relight during an engine blowout." 
d. "The afterburner igniter does not fire as the throttle is advanced into afterburner." 
e. "The igniters do not fire for an auto relight during an afterburner blowout." 
f. "The igniters fire during engine spool down with the throttle off." 
The infonnation collected for the Main Ignition Malfunction was developed into 
question sets and coded as delineated in Appendix A to reflect the format requirements of 
FLEX. Evidently, the researcher elected to take advantage of an existing expert system shell 
and refrained from developing the test model from scratch for this research. The selection of 
FLEX was not an easy task. There was a great deal of research to compare and locate a shell 
with the capabilities of FLEX. It is a hybrid toolkit, which supports both rule and frame 
expert systems. 
In this critical domain where an inaccurate recommendation or solution can lead to a 
catastrophe, measuring how fast the models made a recommendation would be very useful. 
The comparative evaluation factors included computational efficiency, correctness, 
expressiveness, and consistency. Each of these evaluation factors was examined based on 
their individual relevance to efficiency, utility, and accuracy. However, the main criterion 
was computational efficiency. Although this study established computational efficiency as 
the more critical factor, for the purpose of analysis all ofthe factors were bound by the 
inherent statistical limitations of ordinal level data, which did not permit prioritization or 
more weight to a given factor. Two test models were developed using controlled data to 
determine if and to what extent there was a difference in their efficiency. 
Computational efficiency pertains to processing time and manipulation within the 
computer system. in essence, it is the speed to provide a solution or recommendation (Bingi, 
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Khazanchi, & Yadav, 1995). Computational efficiency was measured using the result 
produced by the FLEX test environment, the two programs were compared based on how 
each arrive at the correct decision or solve the problem in terms of time in the platform. The 
knowledge representation method with the shortest execution time was considered the more 
efficient for that problem. FLEX provided the tools to identify the inference or decision path 
and the elapsed central processing unit time for each execution of the model. As previously 
noted, the proof of concept was limited to the Main Ignition System Malfunction. An 
example of one of the problem scenario was the afterburner does not fire as the throttle is 
advanced into the afterburner. The interaction between the user and the system consisted of a 
series of questions asked by the model (V AMAS) and responses by the user. The following 
was an example of this dialogue between VAMAS and the user: 
Question - "was the result of a specific igniter test positive or negative?" 
User response - yes or no. 
This dialogue was the process by which V AMAS collects the data it needed to diagnose the 
problem. For specific details about the questions asked by the models and responses required 
from the user, consult the program code in Appendix A. To test the models, the author 
assumed the role of user, responded to the questions as queried by the model. The FLEX 
command to execute the model was initiated. The elapsed central processing unit time 
required to execute this step for each problem iteration ofVAMAS-RVLE AND VAMAS-
FRAME was used as a measure of computational efficiency. The real time required for the 
dialogue between the system and user was not included because user interface considerations 
was deemed outside the scope ofthis research. All of the six problems identified in the proof 
of concept were tested following the procedure described above. Data was collected via a 
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dump or print out of the logic path, decision path, and analysis provided sufficient data on the 
relative computational efficiency of the program. The rule-based and frame-based programs 
were executed thirty times to specifically reach the diagnostic decisions for the subset of 
problems, which was limited to the main ignition system malfunction. Each of the six 
problems delineated for the test model was executed five times. At the conclusion of the five 
runs for each problem, a sample of five-elapsed central processing unit times was compiled. 
This process was repeated for each of the six problems for both the rule-based and frame-
based models. The significant difference between the two models was measured by 
performing a t-test on the sample of the five central processing unit times for problem 1 
under both models. This procedure was repeated to compute the significant difference for 
problems 2 through 6. In essence, each problem was presented to both models five times and 
a t-test performed on the resulting samples. Similarly, the process was applied to the 
evaluation factors correctness and consistency; each of the six problems was executed five 
times for each model. The difference between the measurement of computational efficiency 
and the measurement of correctness and efficiency is that the latter two factors can only 
produce nominal level data as results. Frames and rules were assigned a value of 0 for the 
computational efficiency measure if both techniques reached the decisions in the same 
amount of time. If one technique reached the decisions faster, it was assigned a value of + 1 
and the other a -1 on the ordinal scale. Of the three central tendency measures, the mean was 
used to calculate the time it took each ofthe representation techniques to reach decisions. 
This measure of central tendency was selected because it is popular. The mean is generally 
applicable for ratio and interval level data. The mean is very useful because of its 
sensitivity to all of the values in the data set. Based on the defmjtion and description 
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provided by (Gay, 1996), the mean is calculated by summing the total of all observations 
divided by their number. 
-
The formula for the mean is X = LX; in this study 
N 
-
X = mean 
X = the turnaround times 
N = the number of executions 
The data for both rule and frame has been displayed in tabular format in Chapter 4. In 
order to keep the size ofthis table easily readable and manageable, just the arithmetic means 
for each of the six problems that were executed five times has been placed in the table. 
Theses six arithmetic means were derived according to the formula noted above. The 
turnaround times for each of the six problems were swnmed and then divided by 5 to 
calculate the arithmetic mean for each problem. As stated above, frames and rules were 
assigned a value of 0 for the computational efficiency measure if both techniques reached the 
decisions in the same amount of time. If one technique reached the decisions faster, it was 
assigned a value of + 1 and the other a - Ion the ordinal scale. 
Correctness measures how often the representation techniques recommend the 
predefined correct diagnosis. These correct diagnoses were determined by comparing the 
results produced by the V AMAS models with the results documented in the expert manual 
previously identified as the domain expert. Given an input, the knowledge representation 
technique recommends the expected decision that would be reached by the expert. 
Correctness was tested and measured by monitoring and tracking the interaction between the 
system and the user. FLEX provided the capability to implement and display this criterion. 
The results produced by both models were compared for each question and an entry of 
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correct (C) or incorrect (1) was identified in a nominal level table and the results counted. 
The V AMAS techniques should reach the same correct conclusion given the same responses. 
One of the variances in measuring correctness was the technology built into the shell. FLEX 
was selected as the shell in an attempt to control this variable because it support both rule and 
frame techniques. Iftwo different shells were used, it would be necessary to test the two 
shells for consistency of their internal technology. 
The VAMAS-Frame and VAMAS-Rules were executed five times for each of the six 
problems under consideration. As previously noted, the proof of concept was limited to the 
Main Ignition System Malfunction. An example of one of the problem scenario was the 
afterburner does not fue as the throttle is advanced into the afterburner. The interaction 
between the user and the system consisted of a serious of questions asked by the model 
(V AMAS) and responses by the user. The following was an example of this dialogue 
between VAMAS and the user: 
Question - "was the result of a specific igniter test positive or negative?" 
User response - yes or no. 
This dialogue was the process by which V AMAS collects the data it needed to 
diagnose the problem. For specific details about the questions asked by the models and 
responses required from the user, consult the program code in Appendix A. To test the 
models, the author assumed the role of user, responded to the questions as queried by the 
model. The FLEX command to execute the model was initiated. All of the six problems 
identified in the proof of concept were tested following the procedure described above. The 
frame-based and rule-based techniques were assigned a value of 0 for the correctness 
measure if both techniques reached an equal number of correct diagnoses. If one technique 
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had reached a greater number of correct diagnoses, it would have been assigned a value of + 1 
and the other a -Ion the ordinal scale. 
Consistency pertains to whether the system performs its functions in the same way 
under similar conditions where recommendations or solutions are without contradictions 
(Harrison, P. in Liebowitz & DeSalvo, 1989 and Bingi, et ai , 1995). In this study, 
consistency refers to how often the two models recommend the same predefme correct 
diagnosis or the same incorrect diagnosis according to the expert manual. If the user entered 
the same correct or incorrect response into both models for each iteration, the result derived 
should be the same correct or incorrect response for each iteration. The correct responses 
and results for all problems are included in the expert manual. This characteristic is valid for 
all processes based on detenninistic data. The results produced by both models were 
compared for each question and an entry of same (S) or different (D) was identified in a 
nominal level table and the results counted. 
Consistency was tested and measured by monitoring and tracking the interaction 
between the system and the user. FLEX provided the capability to implement and display 
this criterion. In terms of consistency, then, VAMAS should reach the same conclusion 
given the same responses. One of the variances in measuring consistency is the technology 
built into the shell. FLEX was selected as the shell in an attempt to control this variable 
because it has both rule and frame techniques. Iftwo different shells were used, it would be 
necessary to test the two shells for consistency of their internal technology. 
The VAMAS-Frame and VAMAS-Rules were executed five times for each of the six 
problems under consideration. As previously noted, the proof of concept was limited to the 
Main Ignition System Malfunction. An example of one of the problem scenario was the 
afterburner does not fire as the throttle is advanced into the afterburner. The interaction 
between the user and the system consisted of a serious of questions asked by the model 
(VAMAS) and responses by the user. The following was an example of this dialogue 
between VAMAS and the user: 
Question - was the result of a specific igniter test positive or negative?" 
User response - yes or no. 
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This dialogue was the process by which V AMAS collects the data it needed to 
diagnose the problem. For specific details about the questions asked by the models and 
responses required from the user, consult the program code in Appendix A. To test the 
models, the author assumed the role of user, responded to the questions as queried by the 
model. To test consistency, the author deliberately inputted an incorrect answer to one of the 
questions asked by the models. This was performed to test the robustness of the models to 
incorrect inputs. The FLEX command to execute the model was injtiated. AU of the six 
problems identified in the proof of concept were tested following the procedure described 
above. The frame-based and rule-based techniques were assigned a value of 0 for the 
consistency measure if both techniques reached an equal number of correct diagnosis or same 
incorrect diagnosis. If one technique had reached a greater number of correct diagnoses or 
same incorrect diagnosis, it would have been assigned a value of + 1 and the other a - Ion the 
ordinal scale. 
According to (Bingi et ai, 1995), there is no a specific definjtion for expressiveness. 
However, it is related to the logic properties of the code. Additional infonnation pertaining 
to expressiveness is discussed in Reichgelt (1991), Bench-Capon (1990), and Luger & 
Stubblefield (1989) (as cited in Bingi, et ai , 1995). In the author' s view, the expressiveness 
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characteristic is a subjective evaluation of the program code and was derived from the 
author's use of the FLEX software package. FLEX has an English-like knowledge 
specification language (KSL) that defmes the syntax and semantics of the code. One of the 
reasons expressiveness was a measure is because of the selection of FLEX. The shell was 
selected to control the impact of this particular measure. Expressiveness was measured by 
empirical observation of the syntactic and semantic coding structure of FLEX. These 
observations were compiled from the experience gained while performing this study and 
developing V AMAS. This opinion was based on my experience with the FLEX version of 
production rules and frames based knowledge representations. For the purpose of this 
research, the FLEX manual and coding descriptions were considered domain expert 
references. The author considered referring to these manuals the same as consulting with 
experts and collecting expert data on the structure of FLEX. The FLEX architecture uses the 
same question syntax, therefore, the data used to evaluate expressiveness was limited to the 
syntax and semantic of the production rule-based coding structure and the frame-based 
coding structure as used in FLEX. 
In this research study, expressiveness was a subjective measure. Expressiveness was 
the evaluation of how well the notation maps to the problem domain. The syntax and 
semantics English like structure for both frame and rule were examined during the 
development of the VAMAS code. The FLEX syntax and semantic structures as found in the 
coding of the rule and frame models were independently compared to the decision-making 
logic employed in the expert manual. A subjective evaluation was made of which model 
mapped best to the deterministic procedures outlined in the problem domain. in essence, the 
researcher evaluated rule-based and frame-based techniques to determine how well their 
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notation fit the kinds of problems solved in V AMAS. In addition, the clarity and simplicity 
of syntax and semantics relative to the problem domain were subjectively evaluated. 
Although Bingi, et ai, (1995) stated there is no specific defmition of expressiveness, for the 
purpose ofthis paper, the author is defining expressiveness as the clarity and simplicity of the 
syntax and semantics. In addition, how well the structure of the coding maps to the problem 
solving logic represented in the expert manual. The following examples of one rule-based 
and one frame-based statement was taken from the models. Statements such as these were 
used respectively in the subjective evaluation to measure expressiveness: 
(a) rule rrLcomponents 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark _continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is yes 
then repair J_ components 
(b) relation suggest_repairs (diagnosed_repair) 
if one (suggest_repairs (suggested_repair) 
and diagnosed_repair = suggested_repair) 
relation suggest_repairs (repair J _ components) 
The representation technique that subjectively maps better to the problem domain and 
exhibits more clarity and simplicity was assigned a value of + 1 while the other was assigned 
a value of -1 on the ordinal scale. 
V AMAS Description 
The V AMAS-RULE and V A MAS-FRAME were the same architecture, contained 
simi lar logic and components as the V AMAS diagram delineated in Figure 2, and addressed 
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the same diagnostic problems through their respective test models. However, the inference 
engine was developed for conformance to the specific knowledge representation technique, 
as indicated in Figure 2 below. 
VAMAS 
Knowledge Specification Language 
V AMAS Support Predicates 
I Flex Engine 
Knowledgebase 
1-~~:;i~~ -r~!::':~--r~i-~~-;~ --ll ti::::::;-r~~:ifs~:--I 
L..i.----~---~.-.---'___'_It__-_"P_""--+__-_Ap~ 
I ODBC II DLLs I 
Figure 2. VAMAS Architecture 
The graphical user interface (GUT) handling, file handling, formatted input/output, 
interface to database, and interface to other languages were important to the overall 
effectiveness of the system. However, they were handled in the standard FLEX capability 
which was used. 
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Format for Presenting Results 
The comparative factors represented aspects of software evaluation in terms of 
performance. In the context of this research, the factors under consideration related to 
efficiency, utility, and accuracy. Ordinal level statistics was applied to the measures derived 
from the FLEX tool environment. The scale of + 1, 0 and - 1 was used for the evaluation. 
Although all of the factors were important, computational efficiency was the most critical 
measure. The ordinal level was selected to quantify the results of the comparisons as the 
highest level of metrics this kind of eval uation permits. Nominal scale would not reveal 
enough information. 
It is important to explain that there were not enough statistical rigors to justify the use 
of a ratio or interval level measures in performing this evaluation. Table 2 presented below 
delineates the representation of data for each knowledge representation technique. 
Hypothetically for the efficiency evaluation factor, assume the time for V AMAS-FRAME is 
5 seconds and VAMAS-RULE is 6 seconds. In this case, the chart would reflect a 1 for 
frame and a - 1 for rule. 
Table 2. Criteria for Comparative Analysis 
CRJTERJA PRODUCT10N RULE FRAMES 
Computational Efficiency 
Correctness 
Consistency 
Expressiveness 
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Projected Outcomes 
The investigation focused on whether the frame knowledge representation technique 
was more efficient than the rule knowledge representation technique. However, the research 
may not extend beyond this type of problem where the data is deterministic. There can only 
be one solution to a specific sequence of decisions. In the context of this study, the expert 
system is required in real time. As such, the system is increasingly more efficient the faster it 
arrives at a solution. If the knowledge representation technique required a longer path, than 
it was judged to be less efficient because it consumed additional time to execute, given the 
same hardware. The two representation techniques were compared based on the life cycle 
development process or complexity of the code. It should be noted that the comparison 
focused on performance as well as the recommendation of a correct solution more often, 
which was a performance measure. 
The expert systems solve diagnostic problems where there are critical effects in tenns 
of safety. How efficient rule base and frame base are at addressing problems and having 
enough time to get through the whole process is critical because of so many rules and 
procedures. The problem addressed is the characteristics of rule-based versus frame-based 
knowledge representation techniques. What were the impacts in terms of efficiency? 
The FLEX toolkit was purposely selected to eliminate the variability of one expert 
system tool against another in terms of programming. It was assumed that the coding 
experience has the same quality assurance and one technique was not inherently better than 
the other. In the present data problem domain, however, the tasks of this researcher focused 
on completing as many steps as possible given the many possible steps with different kind of 
data structures, the deterministic nature of the data, and the excessively large volume of data. 
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Resources Used 
The V AMAS expert system program segments framework was generated using rule-
based and frame-based shells. Shells are knowledge engineering toolkits that are available 
commercially-of-the-shelffor building expert systems. Shells eliminate the difficult task of 
building an inference engine (Walker & Miller, 1990). FLEX a registered trademark of LPA 
Programming Associates was selected as the proof of concept implementation tool to develop 
VAMAS-RULE and VAMAS-FRAME. Refer to Westwood (1996) for specific details about 
the frames and instances and rules and rule sets used in FLEX. This study limited the 
hardware and software platfonn to Windows 2000 and a Pentium III IBM PC compatible 
environment. 
Reliability and Validity 
Many commercially available shells were evaluated, but FLEX was specifically 
selected for reasons that are critical to maintaining the integrity and validity of the 
comparison. The selection was made to eliminate the impact on reliability of using two 
distinct shells one for the rule-based V AMAS and one for the frame-based V AMAS. FLEX 
is a hybrid toolkit with a powerful logic programming language, which supports frame-based 
reasoning with inheritance, rule-based programming and data-driven procedures full y 
integrated within a logic programming (Westwood, 1996). The principles reason for 
selecting FLEX as a tool kit was because it allows for the development of expert system in 
production rule and frame fonnats independently. Since efficiency was a critical measure, a 
single shell that can develop both rule and frame would mitigate the inherent problems from 
using two different expert system tools that might contain different design technology. The 
technology built into two different expert system shells could bias the measure of 
computational efficiency. The fact that the FLEX environment contains an easily readable 
English-like Knowledge Specification Language, thjs would facjlitate the replication of the 
proof of concept by other independent researchers. 
Summary 
The purpose ofthjs chapter was to explain the methodology used to provide data to 
answer the research questions and address the objectives of the study. It was explained that 
the primary research focused on determining which expert system approach was more 
efficient. V AMAS represented the test model that is used in the subsequent chapter to 
compare the relative efficiency of the different expert systems techniques. 
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With regard to specific procedures employed, it was noted that the V AMAS-Frame 
and VAMAS-Rules were executed five times for each of the six problems under 
consideration. The frame-based and rule-based techniques were assigned a value of + 1, 0, or 
-1 for the evaluation factors. When both techniques were assessed as equal , a value ofO was 
assigned. If one technjque scored higher than the other, it was assigned a value of + 1 whjle 
the other was assjgned a value of - 1. FLEX was selected as the shell in an attempt to control 
consistency because it has both rule and frame techniques. If two different shells had been 
used, it would have been necessary to test the two shells for consistency of their internal 
technology. 
This chapter fonnally discussed the type of research methodology employed by thjs 
researcher in terms of developing test models, running the test models and empirically 
documenting and comparing test results using the ordinal scale. Now that the methodology of 
the study has been explained, the framework of the study has been presented. In fact, the fust 
three chapters have laid the foundation and established the groundwork for the study. The 
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following chapter charts the results based on the identified evaluation factors for comparing a 
rule-based expert system and a frame-based expert system approach to the same diagnostic 
problems. In the next chapter, tabled information is presented to determine which knowledge 
representation technique might be better based on the type of data and evaluation factors 
used. lndirectly, it suggests the expert system model that could be used for developing a 
diagnostic system for troubleshooting jet propulsion engines. 
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Chapter 4 
Results 
Introduction 
Previous chapters introduced the problem of concern, reviewed the pertinent 
literature, and described the methodology employed by this researcher to address the study 
problem and answer the research questions. This chapter describes the outcome of the 
comparative methodology used in the previous chapter to determine the most efficient 
knowledge representation technique. As previously explained, knowledge representation 
techniques generally provide a way to represent real world information. A variety of well-
known techniques exist to include rule-based, frame-based, case-based, model-based and 
more. However it is not always evident, which is the best technique to employ for a specific 
type of data characteristic. One of the critical problem areas in expert system is knowledge 
representation and knowledge organization. The purpose of the present investigation was to 
determine which knowledge representation technique was best suited to perform diagnostic 
function of deterministic data within the aviation maintenance domain. 
The strategy used in the research entailed a thorough investigation of the various 
types of knowledge representation techniques, application of the expert system development 
life cycle with an emphasis on knowledge engineering, and consideration of the constraints 
that must be satisfied to achieve the required benefits of expert system development. The 
strategy also included a determination of the criteria for the development of expert systems, a 
delineation of expert system advantages and disadvantages, and use of expert systems 
toolkits, in addition to maintenance and diagnostic domain considerations. The use of expert 
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systems, it should be noted, ensures that the user does not miss one of the sequencing steps in 
the troubleshooting process. 
The key focus of this research was the diagnostic function of deterministic data. It 
was necessary to select an area with a large volume of deterministic data. For this reason, the 
aviation domain was selected - that is, it was chosen because of its propensity to produce 
deterministic data. Also, currently there is a large number of complex procedures and 
troubleshooting guides. These contain information where repair problems are the basis of 
time dependent functions. 
Data Analysis 
Various diagnostic expert system representation techniques were considered initially. 
These were reduced to a final selection of two techniques. Thus, rules and frames knowledge 
representation techniques were selected as the focus for this study because of their expected 
contribution to the problem domain. The research was to specifically determine the impact 
of a specified set of evaluation factors on the efficiency and effectiveness of expert systems. 
Consideration was also given to the possible trade offs in terms of expressive power of 
representation and notational effectiveness (Woods, 1983 as cited in Byun & Sub, 1996). In 
addition, the factors of expressiveness versus efficiency and accuracy versus efficiency were 
also considered (Lakemeyer & Nebel , 1994 as cited in 8yun & Sub, 1996). 
This research may be generalizable to other problems requiring the diagnosis of 
deterministic data that drive time dependent functions but not to the larger population of 
other problems. The research is more relevant to an area where the knowledge represented is 
part of a time dependent function or mission. The study criteria were selected because 
aircraft diagnosis is a time dependent function with a broad range of life threatening and 
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economical implications. As such, time is critical. The demand of the aviation environment 
and domain requires expert systems to be designed properly to perform efficiently. 
According to Ramsey & Schultz (as cited in Byun & Suh, 1996), the features to 
consider when selecting a knowledge representation technique are as follows: 
• repre entation, 
• efficiency of space and time, 
• ease of human understanding, and 
• relationship between knowledge base and inference engine. 
Among the critical criteria for comparing the two knowledge representation 
techniques, there is a clear distinction between rules and frames in terms of measuring 
computational efficiency. The evaluation criteria were selected from the literature. The test 
models were analyzed based on four evaluation factors such as computational efficiency, 
correctness, consistency, and expressiveness. 
With respect to computational efficiency, a t-test was performed to determine the 
statistically significant difference between VAMAS-RULE and VAMAS-FRAME. The t-
tests applicable to computational efficiency are presented in Appendix B. The difference in 
Problems I, 3, and 4 is considered to be extremely statistically significant while the 
difference in problems 2, 5, and 6 is very statistically significant. In addition, a detail 
description was provided on how the study applied the measure of central tendency. The 
arithmetic mean was the central tendency measure. Table 3 represents the calculations that 
were used to assign the value of + I, 0, or -1 as delineated in Table 6 for computational 
efficiency. The values were rounded to the third decimal point and they are Mean(MeanruJe) 
equal .124 and Mean(Meanframe) equal .121. 
~ 
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Table 3: Central Tendency for E fficiency 
PROBLEMmeall MEAN Rule MEANF rame 
XPI .125 .120 
XP2 .123 .121 
XP3 .123 .120 
XP4 .125 .120 
XP5 .123 .121 
XP6 .123 .121 
L XPN .742 .723 
L XPN /6 .124 .121 
With respect to correctness, the results produced by both m ode1s were compared for each 
question and an entry of correct (C) or incorrect (1) was ide ntified in a nominal level table 
and the results counted. Table 4 depicts the correctness entr ies which applied to each 
iteration and all of the problems under consideration. As su ch, the t-test calculation was not 
performed. 
Table 4. Correctness Entrie s 
Problemrule Problemframe 
Correct (C) Correct (C) 
Correct (C) Correct (C) 
Correct (C) Correct (C) 
Correct (C) Correct (C) 
Correct (C) Correct (C) 
Correct (C) Correct (C) 
In the case of consistency, the results produced by both mod els were compared for each 
died in a nominal level table and question and an entry of same (S) or different (D) was idenf 
the result counted. Table 5 depicts the consistency entries fo r the only problem out of the six 
~ 
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where deliberate incorrect inputs resulted in incorrect responses. In essence, the responses 
did not agree with the GE manual. As such, the t-test calculation was not performed. 
Table 5. Consistency Entries 
Problemrule Problemframe 
Same (S) Same (S) 
Same (S) Same (S) 
Different (D) Same (S) 
Same (S) Same (S) 
Different (D) Same (S) 
Same (S) Same (S) 
As described in Chapter 3, the comparison results are displayed in Table 6 below. As 
indicated, each knowledge representation technique was assigned a value of + 1, 0, and - I 
corresponding to a particular criterion. 
Table 6: Synthesized Evaluation Criteria 
CRlTERIA PR ODUCTlON RULE FRAMES 
Computational Efficiency -1 +1 
Correctness 
° ° Consistency -1 + 1 
Expressiveness -1 + 1 
Findings 
The research determined test models of rule and frame would best demonstrate 
whether rule or frame was the better teclullque for dealing with deterministic data. The 
design problem was well understood and therefore allowed for the formulation and 
representation of knowledge. As discussed in the previous chapter, the troubleshooting guide 
as a source of knowledge represented agreement among recognized experts within the 
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domain since it was verified and validated by both the engine developer and various 
Government engineers and technical experts. The troubleshooting guide had been frequently 
updated to reflect formally approved corrections and disseminated to all concerned. 
It was possible to select two different shells. However, it was also clear that the 
choice of two different shell designs might influence the result. As a result, this researcher 
chose FLEX because it allowed programming in rule and frames. This choice eliminated the 
problem associated with the design or structure ofthe shell and thus did not affect the result 
of the comparison. 
A proof of concept was developed to measure computational efficiency, correctness, 
expressiveness, and consistency as depicted previously in Table 2. The proof of test problem 
measured the efficiency and focused on ignition malfunction. The test models were 
processed and the execution times were captured for both models as well as three other 
evaluation criteria. The primary concern was to gain insight into which model is the more 
appropriate technique for diagnosing deterministic data. 
Table 6 on the previous page represents the analysis results. The table listing clearly 
identifies where the knowledge representation techniques differ. Specifically, they differed 
on four significant variables within the area of expert systems. There was not a measurable 
difference identified for the correctness criterion. A measurable difference existed between 
frame and rule for the computational efficiency, expressiveness, and consistency criteria. 
Based on this study, the frame-based technique ranked higher on an ordinal scale of + 1, 0, 
and -1. The purpose of the research was to determine if there was a measurable difference 
between the frame and rule based techniques. Based on the present analysis, it may be 
-
concluded that the frame-based technique performed better, especially for the type of data 
being diagnosed. 
Summary of Results 
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The approach to reaching this phase of the study was briefly described. The 
investigation strategy delineated the various considerations in terms of knowledge 
representation techniques, expert system development life cycle, expert system development 
criteria, and use of expert system toolkits. The V AMAS program was used for assessment 
purposes (see Appendix A). 
In the data analysis section, a rationale for selecting rules and frames over other 
knowledge representation techniques was discussed. The various considerations were 
discussed with an emphasis on trade-offs, which led to limiting the evaluation criteria factors. 
The evaluation criteria for comparing rule and frames included computational efficiency, 
completeness, expressiveness, and consistency. The method of quantifying the results was 
the ordinal level measure where + 1, 0, and - 1 were used to respectively identify equal , low, 
and hjgh level of each criterion. Based on the study, rule and frames were equal for the 
correctness metric. From the data analysis, the research concluded that the frame-based 
tecluUque demonstrated a higher level of the computational efficiency, expressiveness, and 
consistency metrics. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations, and Summary 
Introduction 
Previous portions of the present research presented modular components of the study. 
This chapter combines the modules into a unified whole. It summarizes the research and 
discusses the data that have been presented through answers to the research questions. 
Conclusions are drawn from the analysis and literature review. Issues are identified and 
recommendations are provided. Recommendations focus on suggestions for future 
investigative studies of a similar nature, as well as on areas of concern deemed important in 
the light of the findings ofthis study. The following subsections provide this information. 
Conclusions 
As supported in the literature review, expert systems are of value when they can be 
used effectively and efficiently, regardless of the domain (Bohez & Thieravarut, 1997 ~ 
Liebowitz, 1997; Su, Liu, & Hwang, 2001). It was concluded from this study that expert 
system research concerned with the differences in knowledge representation techniques and 
how they apply to diagnosing large volume of deterministic data is important. Thjs 
importance specifically relates to aircraft maintenance and repair because of the large amount 
of deterministic data that exists. The test models were successfully developed using the rule-
based and frame-based knowledge representation techniques. Several test runs were 
performed to compare V AMAS-RULE and V AMAS-FRAME. 
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Based on the ftndings and as supported in the literature, this study concluded that the 
frame-based technique ranked higher than production rule specifically for computational 
efficiency, expressiveness, and consistency metrics. The frame-based was evaluated equal to 
production rule for the correctness metric. However, the limitation of ordinal data measure 
did not provide the luxury to the researcher to clearly articulate the degree of difference. 
The traditional expert system development life cycle includes the knowledge 
acquisition phase, which also includes the time consuming steps of identifying, locating, 
interviewing, compiling, combining, and synthesizing their knowledge into a single problem 
solving methodology. This research concludes for the development of expert systems to 
diagnose deterministic data, however, it is more efficient and effecti e to identify and locate 
an expert manual than to follow the steps outlined in the traditional expert system life cycle. 
It was also concluded that, although the focus of this research was directed to the 
aviation domain and deterministic data, it might be easily extended to any diagnostic domain 
where deterministic data is used. If this specific type of data is not available, however, 
subjective measures such as expressiveness cannot be generalized beyond the extent that 
other conunercially available shell are similar to FLEX syntax and semantics. Thus, the 
evaluation factors used in the present investigation cannot be generalized to problem domains 
that contain nondeterministic data. 
Implications 
Implications pertinent to the use of a frame-based shell derived from the analysis and 
conclusions. In the development of expert system involving deterministic data, serious 
consideration should be given to selecting a frame-based shell over a rule-based shell. The 
use of a frame-based shell can yield a more computationally efficient, expressive, and 
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consistent expert system. Readers of this study should not draw more information from the 
results than can be validly concluded from ordinal level data, however. The boundaries of the 
present study only identified equal, low, and high for the variables or factors that were 
measured. 
Another implication relates to time. The implication is that the time involved in 
completing the traditional ESDL can be significantly reduced for problems domains 
containing deterministic data by replacing the use of human experts with an expert manual. 
A significant inlprovement in reducing development time could result in significant cost 
reductions for developing an expert system. This implication, in tum, could then lead to the 
increased use of experts system in the market place or the aviation domain. 
The findings ofthe study also implied that selecting a frame-based shell should result 
in an expert system that is more computationally efficient, expressive, and consistent, 
especially for an expert system that involves deterministic data. But caution should be taken 
regarding the rapid change of the technological environment. For this reason, assessment 
should also precede selection of the most appropriate shell. 
Recommendations 
In an effort to apply the findings of the study, specific recommendations have 
been formulated, as based on the literature review and [mdings of the present 
investigation. Many of these recommendations apply to future investigative research and 
direction as based in the [mdings and conclusions ofthls study. 
I. The study recommends that future research, in an effort to support the 
empirical findings of the present investigation, conduct follw- up studies, 
but on a broader scale for aircraft propulsion troubleshooting as regards to 
the number of problems assessed using a frame-based technique versus a 
rule-based expert diagnostic system. A study of significantly more aircraft 
troubleshooting problems would almost certainJy yield greater insight and 
perhaps an even closer convergence with the frndings of the present 
research. An investigation that would assess expert systems that do and do 
not use a frame-based technique would serve to validate the fmdings of this 
study. Such a study would also provide additional and substantial support to 
the growing body of empirical evidence supporting the frame-based 
technique as compared to others. 
2. ]t is also recommended that future investigators perform research using 
controlled group experiment to extend this study one level up in terms of 
interval and ratio levels data to better explain the FLEX measures. 
Additional evaluation factors such as modularity, naturalness, semantics, 
reasoning strategy, and more should be considered as well. 
3. As previously explained, the limitation of using an ordinal data measure did 
not provide the luxury to this researcher to clearly articulate the degree of 
difference of the fmdings. Therefore, it is recommended that future research 
develop a different measure that can be utilized to more precisely defme the 
degree of difference with regard to the frame-based technique in creating an 
expert system. 
4. A number of duplication efforts are recommended. Specifically, the current 
study should be duplicated using deterministic data while varying the 
knowledge representation techniques combinations. Examples would 
-
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include model versus frame, case versus rule, model versus case, and other 
variations. Also, the current investigation should be duplicated using 
nondeterministic data. In addition, duplication efforts using the present 
research approach could include integrating voice recognition and 3D 
graphics as interface technologies in the individual prototypes to determine 
the impact on training and learning for V AMAS like expert systems 
5. With regard to the development of an expert system, it is recommended as a 
starting point that the researcher performs a detailed research on the internal 
structure of shells to determine if the internal structure might have an impact 
on efficiency, correctness, and consistency. In addition, the researcher 
should check the validity of the internal programming to provide the correct 
response. In essence, go through the program line by line to perform a 
mathematical proof or validity. 
6. Also, with respect to expert systems development, a comparison of the shell 
is recommended to determine suitability for a particular problem. The 
coding of a shell might be more expressive for a mathematics problem, 
however, as opposed to a business application. 
7. Evaluation of hardware architecture or hardware optimization techniques is 
also recommended to determine ifthere would be any potential impact on 
the efficiency of running the software. The researcher is encouraged to 
research the difference between some other category of hardware in terms of 
data processing versus data computing hardware architectures and also 
complex and Rlse machines. 
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Summary 
It was noted in the literature that there has been and will continue to be a diminishing 
number in the pool of future experts and the number of technician trainees in the aviation 
industry (Young, 1998). At the same time, the evolution and advances in propulsion design 
and technology have resulted in more complicated systems than ever before with even 
greater data overflow. Current systems are more difficult to maintain than ever before, 
according to Proctor (1997). They are thus posing a serious maintenance challenge for 
technicians who have to isolate faults. Traditional fault isolation methodologies only have an 
eighty percent success rate. Also, supporting diagnostic tools are not user friendly nor do 
they always match the maintenance technicians' skills (Napert, 1997). The need for more 
sophisticated approaches such as the use of expert systems to assist the user technician in 
decision-making is quite clear. 
The present investigation addressed this need. But which type of expert system wa 
better suited to provide this assistance? The problem of the study related to the need to 
determine which was the more efficient expert system technique at performing complex 
diagnosis where large amount of data with significant details exist- rule based or frame-
based. To make this determination, the present investigation provided a comparison of the 
techniques for aircraft propulsion diagnostic procedure. The goal of the study was to develop 
and compare test models using rule-based and frame-based knowledge representation technique. 
An intelligent system - the Virtually Automated Maintenance Analysis System V AMAS -
was created for a test model that could be used in comparing the relative efficiency of the 
different experts systems techniques and for testing the effectiveness of expert systems. 
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One aviation malfunction problem was identified for the analysis. Information collected 
for the Main Ignition Malfunction was developed into question sets and coded. Six specific 
subsets of problems were addressed. Two specific expert system test models of the aircraft 
propulsion system maintenance problem were subjected to analysis. Specifically, the 
VAMAS-Frame and VA MAS-Rules were executed five times for each of the six sub-
problems under consideration. This research was successful in comparing the rule-based 
and frame-based knowledge representation techniques using a set of evaluation factors and a 
scheme for measurement. 
Based on the study analysis and results, it was concluded that the frame-based 
technique scored higher than production rule specifically for computational efficiency, 
expressiveness, and consistency metrics. The frame-based technique was evaluated as being 
equal to production rules for the correctness metric. Frame-based knowledge representation 
technique is efficient. The technique allows for a flexible knowledge base that supports the 
evaluation factors to include consistency and computational efficiency. Another conclusion 
was that the use of a manual instead of finding a human expert might prove appropriate for 
the development of expert systems dealing with deterministic data. It is a slight deviation 
from the traditional expert system life cycle. 
The present investigation provides a good starting point for other research. The many 
research recommendations will prove useful to the development of expert system using both 
deterministic and nondeterministic data. The limits of the ordinal measure were discussed, 
but other measurement indices can be developed. Comparisons are possible to analyze other 
combinations of knowledge representation techniques while applying the same evaluation 
criteria or other evaluation factors. It would also be useful to assess the value of integrating 
such technologies as voice recognition and 3D modeling into aviation expert systems. 
Research has already begun in this direction. Alotaibi and Shahsavari (1998) have provided 
direction in this respect. 
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Appendix A 
V AMAS Questions Set & Program 
V AMAS Questions Set & Program 
1* The V AMAS models demonstrate the production rule and frame based approach to 
diagnosing a representative set of main and or afterburner ignition system malfunctions on 
gas turbine propulsion systems. To limit the size of this test, the model presented will be 
restricted to diagnosing or troubleshooting problems with the following specific fault 
symptoms: 
a. The main igniter does not fire or fues with a weak spark during startup. 
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b. The main igniter does not cut out at normal sub-idle speeds and continues to fire at 
engine idle after engine startup is complete. 
c. The igniters do not fire for an auto relight during an engine blowout. 
d. The afterburner igniter does not fire as the throttle is advanced into afterburner. 
e. The igniters do not fue for an auto relight during an afterburner blowout. 
f. The igniters fire during engine spool down with the throttle off. 
question engine_startup 
Does ignition fire properly during engine startup?; 
choose one of ignition_fire 
group ignition_fue 
yes, no. 
question main_ ignition 
Does main ignition fire at nonnal engine startup speed, about 10% N2?; 
Choose one of main_igniters. 
group main jgniters 
Yes, no 
question ignition_cutout 
Does main ignition stop firing below normal cutout speed, about 58% N2?; 
choose one of cutout_speed. 
group cutout_speed 
Yes, no. 
question ignition_spark _continue 
Does ignition continue firing at ground idle after engine startup?; 
choose one of igniterjdle _spark. 
group igniter_idle_spark 
yes, no. 
question connector 
Does connector damage exits?; 
choose some of connectors_damage. 
group connectors_damage 
ECA, ignition_exciter, MFC, blue_harness, test_cell_interface, none. 
question ignition_auto _relight 
Did ignition fail to auto relight during an engine flameout? ; 
choose one of igniter _flameout_ relight. 
group igniter _ flameout_rel ight 
yes, no. 
question igniter _wet_tip 
Did main igniter wet tip spark rate check meet acceptable limits?; 
choose one of wet_ tip_test. 
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group wet_tip_test 
Ok, not_good. 
question afterburner_ignition 
Does afterburner ignition fire properly when throttle is advanced to minimum AB 
position?; 
choose one of afterburner_igniter. 
group afterburner_igniter 
yes, no. 
question afterburner _ blowoutJelight 
Did ignition fail to auto relight during an afterburner blowout?; 
choose one of igniter_blowout_relight. 
group igniter_blowout_relight 
yes, no. 
question afterburner _wet_tip 
Did afterburner igniter wet tip spark rate check meet acceptable limits?; 
choose one of afterburner_ igniter _test. 
group afterbumer_igniter_test 
yes, no. 
question engine_spool down 
Do main and afterburner igniters spark during engine spooldown with throttle in off 
position?; 
choose one of spooldown _spark. 
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group spooldown_spark 
yes, no 
question slave_wet_tip 
Does main igniter wet tip spark rate check meet acceptable standards when slave 
main igniter is attached?; 
choose one of slave_main _igniter. 
group slave_main_igniter 
ok, not_good. 
question MFC _continuity 
Did continuity check of MFC ignition switch contacts through blue harness for 
throttle meet acceptable limits?; 
choose one of ignition_switch _contacts. 
group ignition _ switch_contacts 
ok, not_good. 
question W2P _ MFC _continuity 
Did continuity check of MFC ignition switch contacts through blue harness for 
throttle meet acceptable limits with W2Px connector removed from MFC?; 
choose one of W2Px removed. 
group W2Px_removed 
Ok, no~ood. 
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question ignition_exciter _relay 
Did resistance of ignition exciter relay coil through blue harness meet acceptable 
standards?; 
choose one of exciter_relay_coil. 
group exciter_ relay_coil 
ok, not~ood. 
question MFC_ MFCHPVG_contacts 
Did continuity of MFC afterburner permission switch and MFCHPYG reset switch 
contacts through blue harness meet acceptable standards?; 
choose one of reset switch contacts. 
group reset_ switch_contacts 
ok, not_good. 
question ignition _off_idle 
Does ignition go off at engine idle?; 
choose one of ignition_off. 
group ignition_off 
yes, no. 
question install_slave_ECA 
Does ignition go off at engine idle when slave ECA is installed on engine?; 
choose one of slave ECA. 
group slave _ ECA 
yes, no. 
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question afterburner_HPYG_switchs 
Does continuity of afterburner pennission switch and HPYG reset switch at the MFC 
meet acceptable standards?; 
choose one of afterburner switchs. 
group afterburner _ switchs 
ok, not_good. 
question relay_coil_exciter 
Does relay coil resistance at exciter meet acceptable standards?; 
choose one of exciter coil resistance. 
group exciter _coil_resistance 
ok, not_good. 
q ues ti on cell ~ umper _ wi re 
Does the continuity of jumper wire at test cell connector E2 meet acceptable 
standards after connector W is removed from test cell interface?; 
choose one ofjumper_wire_continuity. 
guestion slave _ AB _ wet_tip _spark_rate 
Does the wet tip spark check meet acceptable limits with the slave AB igniter 
choose one of slave _ AB _igniter_spark _rate 
group slave_AB_igniter_spark_rate 
ok, not_good 
group jumper_wire _continuity 
ok, not_good. 
question alternator _ mating_connectors 
Are low_voltage_connectors clean?; 
choose one of mating_connectors. 
group mating_connectors 
clean, not_clean. 
question low_voltage_connectors 
Are mating low voltage connectors within acceptable damage limits?; 
choose one of connectors_ inspection 
group connectors_inspection 
ok, not_good. 
question avg_ main _igniter _spark_rate 
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Is main igniter spark rate greater than 2 sparks per second with main igniter and black 
ignition lead off engine? 
choose one of igniter _ ignition_lead _ off_ inspection. 
group igniter_ ignition_ lead_off_inspection 
ok, not_good 
question whitejgnition_ lead 
Is afterburner igniter and white ignition lead hanging off engine? 
choose one of afterburner whitelead off 
group afterburner _ whitelead _ off 
yes, no 
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question afterburner_ igniter _spark 
Is afterburner igniter spark rate within acceptable limits with afterburner and ignition 
lead off? 
choose one of afterburner_sparks yer _second 
group afterburner_sparks yer _second 
ok, not ok 
question exciter yrimary _winding 
Is resistance through blue harness within acceptable limits? 
choose one of exciter _winding_resistance 
group exciter _winding_resistance 
ok, not good 
question MFC _ S W _contacts 
Is resistance of MFC ignition switch contacts through blue harness for throttle < 30 
and > 11 0 within acceptable limits? 
choose one of MFC _contacts_continuity 
group MFC _contacts_continuity 
ok, not good 
question throttle_idle 
Does ignition function properly with throttle advanced to idle? 
choose one of engine_ idle_ignition 
group engine_idle_ignition 
yes, no. 
question slave_ignition _exciter 
Does ignition function properly with slave ignition exciter installed? 
choose one of ignition_slave_exciter 
group ignition_slave_exciter 
yes, no 
question slave _ ECA _installed 
Does ignition function properly with slave ECA installed? 
choose one of ignition_slave _ ECA 
group ignition_slave _ ECA 
yes, no 
question MFC _contact_removed 
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Is continuity of MFC ignition contacts through harness within acceptable limits with 
connector removed? 
choose one of MFC connector off 
group MFC _connector_off 
ok, not good. 
question test_ cell_ interface 
Is signal continuity of jumper wire at test cell connector within acceptable limits with 
connector removed? 
choose one ofjumper_signal_continuity 
group jwnper_signal_continuity 
ok, notgood 
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question blue_harness _continuity 
Is shield continuity of blue harness connector within acceptable limits? 
choose one of shield_continuity _connectors 
group shield_continuity_connectors 
ok, not good 
question ECA_MFC_AB_clean 
]s mating low voltage connectors on MFC, blue harness, afterburner fuel control , 
green harness clean? 
choose one of clean ECA MFC AB 
group clean _ECA _ MFC _ AB 
yes, no 
question exciter _ ignition _igniter_ leads 
Are the ignition exciter and white ignition lead and afterburner igniter connectors 
within acceptable damage limits? 
choose one of ignition_ignitor _connector_ inspection 
group ignition_ignitor _connector_ inspection 
ok, notgood 
question afterburner_ igniter 
]s afterburner igniter spark rate within rate limits with afterburner igniter and white 
ignition lead hanging of engine? 
choose one of afterburner_igniter _spark 
group afterburner _ igniter_spark 
ok, not good 
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question afterburner _ ignjter _wet_tip 
Does afterburner igniter wet tip spark rate exceed 2 sparks per second? 
choose one of wet_ tip_after burner_spark 
group wet_tip _afterburner_spark 
ok. not good 
question afterburner_min _throttle 
Does afterburner ignition fire properly with throttle at minimum AB position? 
choose one of min_throttle_afterburner _firing 
group min_throttle_afterburner _firing 
yes, no 
question slave_afterburner 
Does slave afterburner igniter wet tip spark rate exceed 2 sparks per second? 
choose one of slave_afterburner _spark_rate 
group slave_afterburner _spark_rate 
ok, not good 
question slave_white _ igntion _lead 
Does salve afterburner igniter wet tip spark rate exceed 2 sparks per second with 
slave white ignition lead? 
choose one of slave_ white_lead_after burner_spark 
group slave_white _ lead_afterburner _spark 
ok. not good 
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question slave _ ECA _afterburner_min _throttle 
Does afterburner ignition fire properly with throttle in min AB position when ECA is 
slave? 
choose one of slave _ ECA _afterburner_ignition 
group slave _ ECA _afterburner_ignition 
ok,notgood 
question afterburner_flame _sensor 
Does afterburner ignition fire properly with flame sensor connector removed? 
choose one of afterburner flame connector 
group afterburner_flame _connector 
ok,notgood 
question afterburner_fuel_flow_ valve 
Is resistance of the afterburner fuel flow metering valve L VDT at fuel control through 
green harness within acceptable limits? 
choose one of afterburner L VDT resistance 
group afterburner_ L VDT _resistance 
ok,notgood 
question afterburner _ L VDT _ AB _control 
Is resistance of afterburner fuel flow metering valve L VDT at AB fuel control within 
acceptable limits? 
choose one of afterburner L VDT AB resistance 
group afterburner_LVDT _AB_resistance 
ok, not good 
, 
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question MFC_AB~emlission_SW 
Is shield continuity of MFC AB permission switch signal through Blue harness within 
acceptable limits? 
choose one of MFC AB shield_continuity 
group MFC_AB_shield_continuity 
ok,notgood 
% rules and ruleset for program 
rule rrL components 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is yes 
then repair J_ components 
rule rr eca 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is yes 
and igniter_wet_tip is ok 
then repair _ eca 
rule r_main_igniter 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is yes 
and igniter_wet_tip is not~ood 
and slave_wet_tip is ok 
then replace_main_ igniter 
rule IT_ignition_exciter 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is yes 
and igniter _ wet_tip is not~ood 
and slave_wet_ tip is not_good 
then replace_ ignition_exciter 
rule r _ original_ eca 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and mfc_mfchpvg_contacts is ok 
and ignition_offjdle is no 
and install_slave_eca is yes 
then replace_original_eca. 
Rule rr2_ ignition_exciter 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
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and ignition_exciter_relay is ok 
and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is ok 
and ignition_off_idle is no 
and install slave eca is no 
then replace_ignition _exciter 
rule done w 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter_relay is ok 
and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is ok 
and ignition_ofCidle is yes 
then return_engine_to_service 
rule IT blue harness 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and tnfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is not_good 
and afterburner _hpvg_ switchs is ok 
then replace_blue_harness 
rule rr rnfc 
if engine_startup is yes 
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and ignition_spark _continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is not_good 
and afterburner _ hpvg_ switchs is not_good 
then replace _ mfc 
rule troubleshoot test cell e2 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and relay_coil_exciter is ok 
and celljumper_wire is not_good 
then troubleshoot e2 
rule rr2 blue harness 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark _continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter_relay is ok 
and relay_coil_exciter is ok 
and cell ~umper _wire is ok 
then replace_blue_harness 
rule rr3 _ignition_exciter 
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and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is not_good 
and afterburner _ hpvg_ switchs is not_good 
then replace_mfc 
rule troubleshoot test cell e2 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter_relay is ok 
and relay_coil_exciter is ok 
and celljumper_wire is not_good 
then troubleshoot e2 
rule rr2 blue harness 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and relay_coil_exciter is ok 
and celljumper_wire is ok 
then replace_blue_harness 
rule IT3 _ignition_exciter 
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if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is yes 
and igniter_wet_ tip is not_good 
and slave _ wet_tip is not~ood 
then replace_ ignition _exciter 
rule rr4 jgnition _exciter 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_exciter _ relay is not_good 
and relay_coil_exciter is not_good 
then replace ignition_exciter 
rule rr4 eca 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_reI ight is yes 
and afterburner _ wet_tip is yes 
then replace _ eca 
rule r _ original_afterburner _igniter 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignjtion_spark_continue is no 
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and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ ignition is yes 
and afterburner_ blowout_relight is yes 
and afterburner _ wet_tip is no 
and slave_ab_wet_tip_spark_rate is ok 
then replace _ original_afterburner _ igniter 
rule rr5_ ignition_exciter 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is yes 
and afterburner_wet_tip is no 
and slave_ab_ wet_tip_spark_rate is not~ood 
then replace_ignition _exciter 
rule rr altenator resistor 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is no 
and engine_spooldown is yes 
and mfc _continuity is ok 
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then replace_alternator_resistor 
nile return to service 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto Jelight is no 
and afterburner_ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is no 
and engine_spooldown is no 
then return_engine_to_service 
nile rr6 mfc 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignWon_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is no 
and engine_spooldown is yes 
and mfc _continuity is ok 
then replace_mfc 
nile rr6 blue harness 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ignition is yes 
lOI 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is no 
and engine_spooldown is yes 
and mfc _continuity is not_good 
then replace_blue_harness 
rule rr2 eca 
if engine_startup is no 
and main_ignition is yes 
and ignition_cutout is yes 
then replace _ eca 
ruleset vmtest 
contains all rules 
update ruleset by removing any unsatisfied rules. 
action system_malfunction 
do write (,checking malfunction") 
and invoke ruleset vrntest 
and write (malfunction finished). 
% relations for frame based program 
relation suggest_repairs (diagnosed_repair) 
if one (suggest_repairs (suggestedJepair) 
and diagnosed_repair = suggested_repair) 
relation suggest_repairs (repair ~_ components) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
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and connectors_damaged is yes 
relation suggestJepairs (repair_eca) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_ relight is yes 
and igniter_wet_tip is ok 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_main _ igniter) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignitiol1_auto_relight is yes 
and igniter_ wet_tip is not_good 
and slave_wet_tip is ok 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_ignition _exciter) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is yes 
and igniter _ wet_tip is not_good 
and slave_wet_tip is not_good 
relatiol1 sllggestJepairs (replace_original_eca) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciterJelay is ok 
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and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is ok 
and ignition_off_ idle is no 
and install_slave_eca is yes 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_ ignition_exciter) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark _continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and mfc _mfchpvg_ contacts is ok 
and ignhion_off_idle is no 
and install slave eca is no 
relation suggest_repairs (return_engine _to_service) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is ok 
and ignition _ ofCidle is yes 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_blue_harness) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter Jelay is ok 
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and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is not_good 
and afterburner_hpvg_switchs is ok 
relation suggestJepairs (replace_mfc) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and mfc _ mfchpvg_ contacts is not_good 
and afterburner_hpvg_switchs is not_good 
relation suggest_repairs (troubleshoot_ e2) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter Jelay is ok 
and relay_coil_exciter is ok 
and celljumper_wire is not_good 
relation suggestJepairs (replace_blue_harness) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is yes 
and connectors_damaged is no 
and ignition_exciter _relay is ok 
and relay_coil_exciter is ok 
and celljwnper_wire is ok 
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relation suggest_repairs (replacejgnition_exciter) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight i yes 
and igniter_wet_tip is not_good 
and slave_ wet_tip is not_good 
relation suggest_repairs (replace ignition_exciter) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_exciter_relay is not_good 
and relay_coil_exciter is not_good 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_eca) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburnerjgnition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is yes 
and afterbumer_wet_tip is yes 
relation suggest_repairs (replace _ original_afterburner _ igniter) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
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and afterburner_ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is yes 
and afterburner_wet_tip is no 
and slave_ab_ wet_tip_spark_rate is ok 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_ignition _ exci ter) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_ relight is no 
and afterburner_ ignition is yes 
and afterburner_ blowoutJelight is yes 
and afterburner_wet_tip is no 
and slave_ab_wet_tip_spark_rate is not_good 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_alternator _ resistor) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is no 
and engine_spooldown is yes 
and mfc _continuity is ok 
relation suggestJepairs (retum_engine_to_service) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
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and ignition_autoJelight is no 
and afterburner_ ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is no 
and engine_spooldown is no 
relation suggest_repairs (replace _mfc) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ ignition is yes 
and afterburner_ blowout_relight is no 
and engine _ spooldown is yes 
and mfc _continuity is ok 
relation suggest_repairs (replace_blue_harness) 
if engine_startup is yes 
and ignition_spark_continue is no 
and ignition_auto_relight is no 
and afterburner_ignition is yes 
and afterburner_blowout_relight is no 
and engine_spooldown is yes 
and mfc_continuity is not_good 
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*/ 
% 
relation suggestJepairs (replace_eca) 
if engine_startup is no 
and main_ignition is yes 
and ignition_cutout is yes 
action suggest_repairs _backward 
do restart 
and suggest_repairs (diagnosed_repair) 
and write diagnosed_repair 
and nl 
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Appendix B 
Data and t-tests for Computational Efficiency 
The data and t-test results used to determine the statistical significance of the difference 
between VAMAS-RULE and VAMAS-FRAME in terms of computational efficiency. 
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The two-tailed P value equals 0.0023 
The mean of Group One minus Group Two equals 0.00240 
95% confidence interval of this difference: From 0.00114 to 0.00366 
t = 4.3818 
df= 8 
Problem 6 
X6frame 
2 {X6frameL 
.123 
.123 
.123 
.123 
.125 
"LX6ru1e = .617 
-
.015 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.016 
.121 
.121 
.119 
.121 
.122 
"LX6frame = .604 
.015 
.015 
.014 
.015 
.015 
"L(X6framei = .074 
-
X6rule =.123 X6frame = .121 
The two-tailed P value equals 0.0034 
The mean of Group One minus Group Two equals 0.00260 
95% confidence interval ofthis difference: From 0.00114 to 0.00406 
t = 4.1110 
df= 8 
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